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October 21, 2021 

County of Lake Planning Commission

CDD/Planning Commission

255 North Forbes St.

Lakeport, CA  95453

Re: Major Use Permit 20-22 for WeGrow, LLC 

Dear Honorable Commissioners Hess, Chavez Perez, Brown, Price and Field: 

This law firm represents WeGrow LLC, the applicant (“WeGrow”) for UP 20-22, which seeks a major use 

permit to develop a commercial cannabis canopy area (the “Project”).  The Project is presently scheduled 

for consideration by the Planning Commission (the “Commission”) at its October 28, 2021 meeting.  We 

submit this letter in support of the Project to help outline how the Project complies with all applicable laws 

and zoning requirements needed for entitlement to the sought major use permit, and in an effort to 

concisely respond to certain public comments which have been submitted in opposition to the Project.     

To briefly recap, this Commission already unanimously approved this same exact Project at its April 22, 

2021 meeting.  The Commission’s unanimous approval was subsequently appealed to the Board of 

Supervisors, pursuant to the Lake County Zoning Ordinance.  However, prior to the Board of Supervisors’ 

review, Interim Community Development Director Scott De Leon announced a procedural defect within 

the Project application—a clerical error which had occurred through no fault of WeGrow but would create 

issues under CEQA—and thus advised that the use permit should be denied without prejudice so a 

corrected Project application could promptly be submitted to cure the error.   

The procedural defect has been remedied, and the Project is therefore now back before the Commission 

for consideration.  It is important to reiterate that the scope and content of the Project has not changed in 

any material respect from what this Commission already reviewed and approved by a 4-0 vote in April of 

this year.  Indeed, the only material change in the Project’s application is that more environmental studies 

were obtained, expanded, and/or updated to specifically address the prior comments expressing 

concerns about the Project’s potential impacts.   

Perhaps most notably, this includes a full hydrology study, which WeGrow commissioned because 

concerns were voiced about the adequacy of the Project’s water supply.  We are pleased to report that 

the hydrology study demonstrates that the Project has more than ample water supply to support the 

intended use, answering concerns raised at the prior Commission meeting.  In this sense, the Project 

application again before the Commission is in fact stronger than it was in April, when the Commission 

approved it 4-0.  We respectfully submit that the Commission should again approve the Project. 
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WeGrow is committed to running its business in a manner that is safe, in compliance with all laws and 

regulations, and which will ultimately benefit the entire Middletown Area and the larger Lake County 

community for years to come by upgrading roadways, creating local jobs, contributing significant taxes, 

and investing its profits back into Lake County.  WeGrow’s interest and commitment to Lake County is not 

based on short-term profits, but is the beginning of a long-term investment in the area that will develop 

currently unused land to the benefit of the entire local economy.        

I. Project Background and Procedural History 

As this Commission may recall from the original application, the Project will develop a currently unutilized 

rural area with no unmitigated adverse environmental effect.  The Project fully complies with the Lake 

County Zoning Ordinance, is properly zoned for the intended purpose, and is fully compliant with CEQA 

and all applicable regulations.  The Project is, again, identical to that which was previously approved by 

this same Commission in April.  The staff report submitted by the Community Development Department 

(the “Department”) at that time found that all requisite sections of the Lake County Zoning Ordinance 

were satisfied and requested that the “Major Use Permit be granted subject to the conditions and with the 

findings for approval listed in the [report].”  See Staff Report, April 22, 2021, Exhibit (“Ex.”) A, p. 24.  The 

report also found that upon review of the record, the project would “not have a significant effect on the 

environment” and that a negative declaration shall be approved.  Id.  The Project was approved by a 

unanimous 4-0 vote on April 22, 2021.   

On June 7, 2021, immediately before the Project came before the Lake County Board of Supervisors 

(“the Board”), WeGrow was informed by the Department that a procedural error had been committed 

during its review of the project.  One year prior, on July 7, 2020, WeGrow submitted an amended site plan 

in support of its application for the project.  The Department was aware of this new document, but the 

Department accidentally forwarded the prior outdated site plan to the CEQA clearing house during its 

review.  All other materials were correct and reviewed by the Department and approved by this 

Commission.  Unfortunately, submission of the incorrect site plan created a procedural error in the 

administrative record of the application that could not be corrected without a resubmission of the Project 

for review.   

Thus, on June 8, 2021, the Board “denied the Use Permit for the project without prejudice,” after Interim 

Community Development Director Scott De Leon “announced the public hearing [on WeGrow’s 

application] would not be heard due to an error in the CEQA process of the application.”  See County of 

Lake Board of Supervisors Meeting Minutes (June 8, 2021), Ex. B, at pg. 7, § 6.6.  Director De Leon did 

not state there were any issues with the project other than use of the incorrect site plan, and explained 

that following reapplication by WeGrow, “[department] staff will make revisions to the environmental 

analysis to address the modified site plan as well as the concerns raised by the public.”  See County of 

Lake Board of Supervisors Meeting (June 8, 2021), Ex. C.  As explained at the hearing by County 

Counsel, this procedural error rendered the CEQA analysis “defective” and that the Board’s “only 

reasonable choice” was to “deny the Use Permit without prejudice” so WeGrow could reapply with a 

corrected record.  Id. 

The only difference between the Project previously approved by this Commission 4-0, and the Project 

application now being resubmitted to you for consideration, is that the application now includes 

additional studies and evidence that there be no unmitigated environmental impacts.  A newly conducted 
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Hydrology Study now conclusively shows that there is more than enough water available for this Project’s 

needs.  There are now three biological assessments before the Commission for review showing that any 

potential impact to the environment has already been the subject of study and, if necessary, mitigation 

measures.  WeGrow has also provided additional information, including a new traffic study, to clarify the 

potential needs of the project and show that any public concerns have already been addressed by the 

proposed mitigation requirements.  In short, the Project is even more exhaustively supported by 

environmental studies than it was before. 

Meanwhile, the Department has again filed a new report echoing its prior recommendation that this 

Commission again approve the Project, which is now further supported by the even more extensive 

environmental studies.   

II. Summary of the Project 

The Project is identical to what was previously approved by this Commission on April 22, 2021.  WeGrow 

is seeking a major use permit to obtain fifteen A-Type 3B “Mixed-Light” Licenses, an A Type 1C Specialty 

Cottage License and a Type 13 Self-Transport Distribution License from the County of Lake Community 

Development Department to allow a total of 332,160 s.f. of commercial cannabis canopy area, with a total 

of 387,600 s.f. of cultivation area at 1670 Herrington Road, Middletown, California.  The cultivation site 

does not fall within an exclusion area as defined by the Lake County Zoning Ordinance.   

The Project property comprises 309.06 acres split zoned RL/RR-WW; Rural Land/Rural Residential - 

Waterway.  The current owner of the property is Zarina Otchkova, who also manages WeGrow.  

Cultivation will take place in the middle of the property and distant from the nearest possible neighbor, 

making this Project not only legal but also reasonable with minimal impact and visibility.   

a. Aesthetics and Community Impact 

The parcel on which the Project will be located is located roughly 1.5 miles west of the intersection of 

Highway 29 and Spruce Grove Rd in Hidden Valley Lake CA, and lies within Crazy Creek-Putah Creek 

Watershed (HUC10).  The cannabis cultivation area will be setback a minimum of 100 feet from the top of 

the bank of any bodies of water.  The nearest offsite residence is over 750 feet away from the proposed 

cultivation area.  All areas of the Project will be fully out of view from all public view due to the dense 

vegetation, slope, and proposed screening methods, including an 8 foot high privacy fence per AES-2. 

The proposed greenhouses will be permanent fully enclosed galvanized steel frame structures with clear 

polycarbonate coverings.  They are equipped with activated carbon filtration systems to capture any 

odors from the facility (per AQ-7), automated black out shades to block light pollution (per AES-1), and 

will have a maximum of 25 watts per square foot of artificial lighting, but do not require this much power to 

operate.  Total facilities for this Project include thirty-two 90’ x 120’ greenhouses, two 90’ x 120’ immature 

plant greenhouses, four 50’ x 100’ processing facilities, two 200 s.f. storage sheds, and twenty 5,000-

gallon water storage tanks (one steel or fiber glass for fire suppression).   

Agricultural chemicals associated with cannabis cultivation (e.g., fertilizers and pesticides) will be stored 

within the proposed secure storage area and will not pose a risk to contamination of the ground water.  In 

order to best conserve the use of water, the proposed cultivation operation will utilize drip irrigation 
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systems.  There are two existing wells in the center of the property that will be the only proposed sources 

of irrigation for the cultivation.  As stated below and in the Project application, these wells will produce 

more than enough water for the needs of this Project.  

WeGrow does not currently have employees for the proposed Project, but all future employees will 

undergo a background check by the Lake County Sheriff’s Department before starting employment and 

be United States citizens or eligible for legal employment within the US.  The Project’s core business 

hours of operation will take place between 8am-6pm with deliveries and pickups restricted to 9am-7pm 

Monday through Saturday and Sunday from 12pm-5pm.  Pickups and deliveries are strictly commercially 

related (soil, equipment/materials, cannabis product, etc.).  The cultivation area fence will be a 8 foot tall 

chain link fence with a privacy mesh screen and mounted with security cameras. 

b. Biological Assessments 

WeGrow has commissioned multiple biological assessments to ensure protection of local flora and fauna.  

A Biological Assessment for the property was completed on March 1, 2020, prepared by Pinecrest 

Environmental Consulting Inc.  A second was completed by Emerald Triangle Associates on April 13, 

2021, during the flowering season, and an addendum on August 19, 2021.  The results of these studies 

revealed no unmitigated sensitive biological resources to be impacted by the Project.  The necessary 

removal of 130 mature oak trees will be mediated by a replanting of native trees at a ratio of 3:1.  Per the 

Initial Study, this mitigation plan will produce a less than significant impact and no further mitigation is 

necessary.  See California Environmental Quality Act Environmental Checklist Form – Addendum, p. 8.   

c. Water Availability 

Water will be provided to the Project from two groundwater wells, located at the center of the project 

property.  As part of WeGrow’s prior Project application, it provided the Well Completion Report for one of 

the wells to show that there was sufficient water availability for this Project’s needs.  Pursuant to HYD-1, 

WeGrow provided the Department a well performance test for that specific well prior to the hearing before 

this Commission.  Following public comments during the Board of Supervisors hearing, WeGrow 

understood that water was a key public concern and commissioned a complete hydrology report 

incorporating review of tests completed on both wells earlier in the year.   

The first well was tested on February 17, 2021, and provided to the Department prior to the approval of 

this Project.  This test showed the well was pumped for 6 hours, yielded 7.76-GPM with a 72.5% recharge 

rate within 40 minutes of shutoff.  The second well was tested on April 9, 2021, which was pumped for 6 

hours, yielded 40-GPM with a 98% recharge rate within 40 minutes of shutoff.  The wells located at the 

center of the property will pump water to the twenty 5,000-gallon (one steel/fiber glass) water tanks.  

Water will then be delivered to the cannabis plants using highly efficient drip irrigation.   

The hydrology report determined the total water needs of the Project and considered the data from the 

prior studies.  It found that these wells are capable of supplying more than enough water for this Project’s 

needs.  At the combined pumping rate of 47.76 gpm, it would only require 326 minutes (5.4 hours) 

pumping a day to produce the average daily demand of cultivation (13,018 gallons/day).  At the combined 

pumping rate of 47.76 gpm, it would only require 403 minutes (6.7 hours) pumping a day to produce the 

maximum daily demand of cultivation (19,256 gallons/day). 
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d. Power Sources 

Potential power consumption for this project was noted during the previous application, and mitigation 

required.  WeGrow has agreed to EN-1, which will require it to demonstrate adequate power for the 

Project within 90 days of approval of this permit through a contract of agreement with PG&E or proof of 

an alternative power source.   

WeGrow notes that the A-Type 3B “Mixed-light” license(s) that is being applied for, include cultivation 

“using light deprivation and/or artificial lighting below a rate of 25 watts per square foot.”  Lake County 

Zoning Ordinance Article 68, Section 21-68, 68.4 (c).  As the definition states, the license that is being 

applied for specifically requires that cultivation occur within a structure with the use of light deprivation 

and/or lighting below a rate of 25 watts per square foot.  As the Project application materials have 

outlined, WeGrow is applying for the A-Type 3B “Mixed-Light” licenses to allow for cultivation within fully 

enclosed greenhouses and to have the ability to cultivate up to 25 watts per square foot.  Given the 

definition of the license being applied for, cultivation within a greenhouse does need nor does it require 

enough power to supply the maximum amount of energy allowed.  

The Project property’s current utility connection to PG&E does not allow for the 25 watts per square foot 

of canopy area at this given moment.  As evidenced by EN-1, WeGrow is aware that this means it will 

need to seek an upgrade to the property, which will be at its sole cost, or demonstrate an alternative 

power source.  WeGrow agreed to the Initial Study Addendum mitigation EN-1, which outlines that an 

application to upgrade the PG&E connection must be submitted to PG&E within 90 days of approval.  A 

qualified engineer has already been contacted to begin the plans that will be needed to apply for the 

application with PG&E to upgrade the connection.    

To be clear, WeGrow does not need the additional power to begin cultivation due to natural light, and due 

to the flexibility of the mixed-light license.  WeGrow’s discussions with PG&E indicated that the power 

supply can be upgraded to accommodate additional power as needed.  However, the entire proposed 

canopy area for this project can be cultivated while the upgrades are in process regardless of how long it 

may take, a risk of delay WeGrow is willing to undertake.  Indeed, even in the worst case scenario where 

the application to the PG&E cannot allow for an upgrade to the connection (very unlikely based on PG&E 

statements to WeGrow’s consultant), WeGrow would still develop the proposed project, as the amount of 

power available will only affect the Project’s yield, not its viability.  In short, cultivation can and would still 

occur regardless of how much power is available at the Project’s outset, and WeGrow is willing to wait for 

the time it takes PG&E to upgrade the available power supply. 

III. Response to Opposition Comments  

WeGrow continues to listen to the concerns of members of the community, and has worked hard to 

address them.  During the Project application process, both WeGrow and the Department carefully 

considered these concerns during their review, resulting in a number of important mitigation measures.  

Although the Project application was denied without prejudice by the Board of Supervisors based on a 

procedural error through no fault of its own, WeGrow has nonetheless commissioned new expert reports 

providing additional evidence of its compliance with CEQA, promised to complete additional mitigation 

measures as a condition of approval, and will continue to listen to the thoughts and opinions of the local 

community.  
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Opposition comments reviewed by WeGrow to date on this Project are largely duplicative of those made 

during the prior application, most of which were already addressed by WeGrow’s numerous mitigation 

agreements and additional expert studies, and some of which are altogether unfounded.  No comments 

submitted to date provide any factual or legal basis to deny this application.  In opposing this Project, 

there must be “substantial evidence” supporting a “fair argument” of an environmental impact.  Under 

CEQA, substantial evidence must consist of actual facts and not “[a]rgument, speculation, 

unsubstantiated opinion or narrative.”  Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15384.  This requires actual facts of 

significant environmental impacts based on evidence submitted into the administrative record.  Save Our 

Rural Town v. Cty. of Los Angeles, No. B294182, 2020 WL 5423079, at *5 (Cal. Ct. App. Sept. 10, 2020), 

citing Save the Agoura Cornell Knoll v. City of Agoura Hills, 46 Cal. App. 5th 665, 674-75 (2020), reh'g 

denied (Apr. 10, 2020), review denied (June 24, 2020).   

A mitigated negative declaration is proper where there is “no substantial evidence in light of the whole 

record before the public agency that the project, as revised, may have a significant effect on the 

environment.”  Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15369.5.  Review of an agency’s determination of a mitigated 

negative declaration is completed “by examining the whole record before the lead agency.”  Georgetown 

Pres. Soc'y v. Cty. of El Dorado, 30 Cal. App. 5th 358, 369 (2018).  California courts have specifically 

found that opposition to a project for the cultivation of cannabis cannot be opposed where the project 

opponents fail to “demonstrate that the record contains substantial evidence supporting a fair argument . . 

. notwithstanding the county's conclusion to the contrary.”  Rominger v. Cty. of Colusa, 229 Cal. App. 4th 

690, 729 (2014), disapproved of on other grounds by Union of Med. Marijuana Patients, Inc. v. City of 

San Diego, 7 Cal. 5th 1171 (2019). 

The opposition comments received to date—other than those which overlooked or misconstrued the 

proposed mitigations—consist of opinions, unsupported assertions, speculation, innuendo, and opinion-

based arguments against the Project.  Although WeGrow is sensitive to the voiced concerns, none 

contain any specific substantiated facts indicating there is substantial evidence constituting valid 

grounds to deny the Project.   

This is illustrated by a review of the comments, which can be grouped into a few overlapping categories. 

a. Water 

The most common recurring issue raised in the opposition comments relate to the availability of water, 

often alluding to the ongoing drought conditions that the State of California is experiencing.  These 

concerns were raised repeatedly during WeGrow’s prior application and before the Board of Supervisors 

during their review.  At no point has any evidence been provided to show the Project lacks necessary 

access to water.  

Nonetheless, as referenced above, WeGrow commissioned a full Hydrology Study of the property and the 

wells it intends to use for the Project at great expense to itself, in an effort to alleviate this concern.  The 

Study found that there is actually far more water available for the project than previously suggested, and 

no mitigation measures will be needed for this aspect of the Project.  The Project is estimated to use 

roughly 4,751,735 gallons of water per year.  The Study found that both wells are collectively capable of 

safely producing at least 19,256 gallons/day.  This would result in the safe use of 7,028,440 gallons of 

water per year, well beyond the maximum needs of the Project.   
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Some comments raised concerns that even if the Project has access to water, it will negatively affect their 

own wells.  The Study additionally found that the calculated zone of pumping influence of both wells on 

the property only extend 130-140 feet in all directions.  There are no creeks or neighboring wells within 

140 feet of either well.  In fact, the nearest residence, let alone well, is over 750 feet away.  WeGrow has 

also agreed to the use of wattles channeling storm runoff so as not to affect other properties.  The Project 

will also use only ingredients approved by CDFA and will not use chemical pesticides, rodenticides, or 

herbicides that could affect the local water table.  Additionally, the fully enclosed greenhouses will have 

an impermeable flooring which will not allow for any runoff of water from the cultivation.  

WeGrow has taken the water concerns very seriously considering the importance of water to both the 

State and Lake County, and there is no fact-based evidence suggesting that the Project will in fact create 

a substantial impact. 

b. Power 

Though much less common, at least one member of the community raised concerns over the burden this 

Project could potentially place on the regional power grid.  As explained above, WeGrow has participated 

in extensive discussions with the Department and PG&E relating to this concern.  The capabilities of the 

current power connection to the property is not sufficient to provide the maximum possible power required 

for the Project.  However, WeGrow is prepared to limit production to only what the current grid is capable 

of supporting.  WeGrow has further agreed to mediation measure EN-1.  This makes the permit 

conditional on WeGrow’s ability to show within 90 days of the permit’s issuance that it will be able to 

upgrade its connection through a contract with PG&E or is able to show proof of alternative power 

sources so as not to overburden the grid.   

c. Noise 

At least one member of the community raised concerns over the issue of noise.  Again, like the above 

comments, these concerns are merely theoretical and no individual has submitted any facts supporting 

these concerns.  WeGrow nonetheless wishes to speak to these worries.  WeGrow has agreed to three 

separate mitigation measures (i.e., NOI-1, NOI-2, and NOI-3) to ensure that operation of the Project does 

not create any ambient noise in excess of that allowed by law.  See Lake County Zoning Ordinance 

Section 21-41.11. 

d. Odor 

At least one member of the community has voiced concern over the potential odor created by the 

cultivation of cannabis.  WeGrow is sensitive to the concerns of the community, though there is no 

evidence the Project will result in any potential for odor.  WeGrow provided an extensive odor control 

plan, as required by Lake County, and has agreed to eight separate mitigation measures to ensure that 

no potential odors created by the Project will create a significant impact to the community (i.e., AQ-1 

through AQ-8).  For the specific control of odors created by the cultivation of cannabis, each greenhouse 

shall include an air and odor filtration system (i.e., AQ-7).  Some members of the public have noted that 

this does not include similar systems for the drying buildings, however the projects Odor Control plan 

does outline including air filtration systems with activated carbon within the processing facilities.  

Additionally, the processing facilities, similar to the greenhouses, will be fully enclosed structures which in 
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itself mitigates for nearly all concerns of odor.  These facilities will be set off from any residences, and 

additional replanting of trees will further reduce any potential risk of odor.  

e. Biology Reports 

Additional issues raised by the community are those regarding the impact of the Project on local flora and 

fauna, including the replanting of roughly 130 mature Blue Oak trees at a 3:1 ratio.  Letters have been 

submitted by the Redbud Audubon Society of Lake County and a joint letter from the California Wildlife 

Foundation and California Oaks Coalition.  WeGrow takes these issues raised very seriously and has 

commissioned three separate biology reports explaining the potential impact of the Project to the local 

environment and the methods WeGrow will employ to mediate any such impact.   

WeGrow will do its best to clarify the concerns of the public, but many of them are based on a misreading 

of WeGrow’s biological assessments, or question the outcomes of the assessments without providing 

substantiated facts in opposition.  For example, the letter from the RedBud Audubon Society questions 

the second biology report’s statement that the property contains “50% mixed Quercus-Pinus woodland,” 

asking what species to which this refers.  This is an incorrect reading of the text, as it refers to a mix of 

species belonging to the Quercus and Pinus genera respectively.  Species of both are listed throughout 

the assessment.   

The letter also asks why the report states in section 4.3 that WeGrow will plant 90 trees at least 5 feet tall 

but then state “90 5”” tall trees in section 4.1.  The inclusion of “5”” is obviously a typo in the report as the 

remainder of the report refers to “5 feet.”  Additionally, WeGrow has already agreed to a mitigation 

measure specifying the height of replanted trees as “5 feet” (i.e., BIO-1).  The letter further points to a 

claimed inconsistency between the report stating that “any trees that die during the life of the project shall 

be immediately replanted” and “replanting success rate will be 85% over three years.”  Actually, these 

sections appear to be entirely consistent, as any expected trees that die will then be immediately 

replanted.   

The Redbud letter, parroted by the California Wildlife Foundation and California Oaks Coalition, makes 

reference to a sighting of the Pacific-Slope Flycatcher on the property, noting the rarity of the bird in the 

area at this time of year.  However, neither explain how such a sighting would create the potential for an 

environmental impact.  Certainly none provide fact-based substantial evidence of a significant 

environmental impact.  Indeed, contrary to the vague assertion about its rarity, according to the National 

Audubon Society’s official public website, this species is in fact exceedingly “widespread and common” 

throughout the Pacific Coast and California.1  These letters also state the importance of protecting local 

wildlife but provide no evidence that any endangered species are actually found on the Project property or 

that the findings of the three biological assessments were incorrect.  Some members of the public have 

also noted that no agreement has currently been entered into with the Middletown Rancheria Tribe, which 

is irrelevant.  Compliance with CEQA requires consultation with the Tribe, which initially took place in 

March 2021 and is ongoing.  See Public Resources Code section 21080.3.1. 

The letter also refers to “Saturn Bearded Rye” as a “non-native cereal crop” chosen by WeGrow.  This 

does not appear in any of the biological assessments.  The next sentence instead refers to “bearded 

1 Guide to North American Birds, Audubon (https://www.audubon.org/field-guide/bird/pacific-slope-flycatcher). 
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barley” and “golden state native grass erosion control mix,” which are mentioned in the second biological 

assessment.  The letter then cites to a non-specific email with an individual at private company, Larner 

Seeds, merely agreeing that these seeds would be drought tolerant when established.  These statements 

appear inconsistent and do not provide any fact-based evidence to conclude that the seeding plan for this 

Project is somehow deficient or would create a significant environmental impact justifying denial. 

Meanwhile, WeGrow takes the community’s concerns over the replanting of mature blue oak tress very 

seriously and has agreed to a mitigation plan requiring replanting at a 3:1 ratio.2  The letter questions 

whether the blue oak on the property are actually near the end of their lifespan but provides no facts or 

evidence to suggest that the report is incorrect in this assessment, or that there is any factual basis for its 

own hypothetical.  The letter also intimates that blue oak trees will live for 500 years, but again cites no 

source for this assertion.  The oldest blue oak is 400 years old, and trees in a mature stand, such as this, 

are generally at least 90-100 years old.3  There are no facts to suggest the assessment was incorrect nor 

is it unreasonable to assume that these trees are in fact near the end of their lifespan. 

In short, while WeGrow is sensitive to the concerns raised by these groups, none of them actually points 

to any evidence, nor any facts to support, the existence of any significant environmental impact nor any 

impact on any endangered species.  Again, a hypothetical impact cannot support denying the Project 

under the applicable law, zoning ordinance or CEQA.   

f. Transportation and Geography 

The California Highway Patrol submitted comments regarding the lack of signage on some of the 

roadways that will be utilized for this Project.  WeGrow has the utmost respect for the role this agency 

plays in the community and during this process, and its Project will strictly comply with all laws.  

Respectfully, however, the comments appear to have overlooked that WeGrow has already agreed to 

multiple mitigation measures, including entering into an agreement with the Department of Public Works 

to be responsible for all damage to the local roads beyond normal wear and tear (TRANS-1); installing a 

paved encroachment at the intersection of Herrington Road and Jaclyn Drive (TRANS-2); installing stop 

signs and pavement markings at Herrington Road and Jaclyn Drive, Jaclyn Drive and Tinalyn, and 

Tinalyn and Spruce Grove Road (TRANS-3); and making improvements to the interior driveway (TRANS-

4).  None of those mitigations were acknowledged or referenced in the comments, let alone shown to be 

insufficient to address any legitimate concerns.  While this Project will increase traffic in the area as 

employees come and go throughout the day, no facts have been submitted showing that this would 

create a danger to the community.  According to the Traffic Study commissioned by WeGrow, total daily 

trips for this subdivision are estimated to be 290 a day, with the Project adding a mere 40 trips, and the 

roads being estimated to handle 1,000 trips per day.   

Some individuals have opposed the Project due to the prior sighting of stolen property at this location.  

This was already discussed and addressed at the prior Commission hearing.  WeGrow has no knowledge 

of this stolen property.  Nor has Ms. Otchkova or any representative of WeGrow been charged with any 

2 Lake County does not have any section of its Zoning Ordinance specifically governing replacement of oak trees.  
This ratio was determined by WeGrow’s experts as sufficient to replace the trees removed and agreed upon by the 
Department.  See California Environmental Quality Act Environmental Checklist Form – Addendum, p. 11.   
3 Quercus Douglasii, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 
(https://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/tree/quedou/all.html). 
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crime that would create a violation of Article 27.  WeGrow takes the issue of crime very seriously and has 

cooperated to the extent requested.  Over the past year, WeGrow has reached out to the California 

Highway Patrol several times to ask the status of this investigation, only to be told that there is no record 

in their systems showing a violation attached to the property or Ms. Otchkova.  WeGrow was only told that 

the investigation of the stolen property was not yet closed.   

The Zoning Ordinance only permits this Commission to deny a major use permit where “[t]he applicant, 

owner, or permittee has been convicted of an offense that is substantially related to the qualifications, 

functions, or duties of the business or profession for which the application is made, except that if the Lake 

County Sheriff finds that the applicant, owner, or permittee is otherwise suitable to be issued a permit, 

and granting the permit would not compromise public safety.”  Zoning Ordinance Article 27(at)(1)(ii)(h)(3).  

Ms. Otchkova has never been charged or arrested, let alone convicted, of any crime related to the stolen 

property.  The fact that stolen property was discovered on a large rural property should not foreclose this 

otherwise proper application.  To allow this would mean that the mere suspicion of criminal activity could 

be used to deny a proper application, which goes against the express language of the Ordinance.  

Related to the placement of the project, at least one individual previously voiced concern during review of 

the Project by the Board concerning proximity to an “exclusion area” as defined by the Zoning Ordinance.  

The subject lot is comprised of three parcels of land.  Per the Zoning Ordinance, the total “lot size” is 

sufficient for the 15 licenses requested.  Zoning Ordinance Article 27(at)(1)(i).  As made clear from the 

site map, two of the parcels that partially overlap with an exclusion area will not be where the proposed 

cultivation site will be placed.  Zoning Ordinance Article 27(at)(1)(v). 

IV. Conclusion 

The Commission previously approved this Project’s application with a unanimous 4-0 vote.  The Project 

has not changed in any material respect since then.  Meanwhile, the Board of Supervisors’ denial was 

“without prejudice” and based purely on procedural grounds, which occurred through no fault of WeGrow.  

WeGrow nonetheless used the delay as an opportunity to address the community’s concerns by ensuring 

that the studies evidencing the Project poses no unmitigated significant environmental impacts were even 

more robust than the original application materials.  In response to this, the opposition comments assert a 

similar series of attacks on the Project which are largely unfounded, based on speculative and 

hypothetical impacts, and in any event altogether lack fact-based substantial evidence of significant 

environmental impacts posed by the Project.  Denying the Project on the grounds raised by the opposition 

would not comport with the applicable legal standard, nor basic notions of fairness.  The Project complies 

with the property’s zoning designation, fully complies with the Lake County Zoning Ordinance, and is 

compliant with CEQA.  WeGrow therefore respectfully asks that you again approve the Project. 

We look forward to presenting this Project to you for consideration on October 28, 2021.  In the interim, 

please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions at all or would like to discuss. 

Very truly yours, 

Andrew S. Azarmi 
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      STAFF REPORT 
 
TO:   Planning Commission 
 
FROM:  Scott DeLeon, Community Development Director 
  Toccarra Thomas, Community Development Deputy Director 
   

Prepared by: Eric Porter, Associate Planner  
 
DATE: April 22, 2021 
 
RE:  WeGrow LLC  

 Major Use Permit (UP 20-22)  

 Initial Study (IS 20-25) 

 Early Activation (EA 20-26) 
  
 Supervisor District 1 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 1. Vicinity Map  

2. Property Management Plan  
3. Agency Comments 
4. Conditions of Approval  
5. Site Plans 
6. Initial Study (CEQA) 
7. Biological Assessment 
8. Vacant 
9. Public Comments 

 
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The applicant is requesting approval of a Major Use Permit for commercial cannabis 
cultivation to allow fifteen (15) A-Type 3B (medium mixed light) commercial cannabis 
cultivation licenses and one (1) A-Type 1C (specialty cottage) license that would include 
400,405 sq. ft. of mixed light cultivation area inside of greenhouses on a property located 
at 16750 Herrington Road, Hidden Valley Lake, California, APNs 013-060-40, 013-014-03 
and 11. The project includes one (1) A-Type 13 ‘Self Distribution’ license to enable legal 
transportation of cannabis to and from the property.  
 
The applicant’s specific project proposal includes the following:   
 

COUNTY OF LAKE                                           Scott De Leon  

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT                                                   Community Development Director 
Courthouse - 255 N. Forbes Street                                                                                  

Lakeport, California 95453                                                                                            Toccarra Nicole Thomas                                             
Planning Department · Building Department · Code Enforcement                           Community Development Deputy Director                                                                                                                             

707/263-2221 · FAX 707/263-2225 
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Fifteen (15): A – Type 3B: “Medium Mixed Light” Licenses: Greenhouse cultivation 
for adult use cannabis using light deprivation and/or artificial lighting in the canopy area 
of 22,000 square feet of total canopy size on one premises per license.  

 The total proposed cultivation canopy is approximately 400,405 square feet. 
(roughly 9 acres) and will be cultivated in greenhouses.  

 
One (1): A-Type 1C: “Specialty Cottage” license: Greenhouse cultivation for adult use 
cannabis using light deprivation and/or artificial lighting and consisting of up to 2,500 sq. 
ft. of canopy; and, 
 
One (1): A – Type 13 “Self Distribution License” 
 
Project Details: The applicant is proposing the construction of the following: 

1. Thirty (30) 90’ x 125’ greenhouses 
2. One (1) 90’ x 112’ greenhouse 
3. Four (4) 90’ x 125’ nursery greenhouses 
4. Four (4) 50’ x 100’ drying buildings 
5. One (1) 200 sq. ft. shed 
6. Four (4) 2,500 gallon water tanks. 

7. One (1) 6-foot tall galvanized woven wire fence covered with privacy mesh to 
screen the greenhouses from public view.  

8. Removal of 20 to 30 mature oak trees native to Lake County, all of which are 
greater than 5” diameter measured at 4.5” measured at breast height 

 
The applicant has submitted a project summary which is paraphrased as follows. 
 
The current owner of the property is Zarina Otchkova who is also the project manager. 
The total acreage of all of the parcels is 309.06 acres (154.02 + 103.3 + 51.74) and the 
parcel is split zoned RL/RR-WW; Rural Land/Rural Residential - Waterway. The parcel is 
located roughly 1.5 miles west of the intersection of Highway 29 and Spruce Grove Rd in 
Hidden Valley Lake CA. The parcel lies within the 8-digit HU (Sub basin): Kelsey Creek - 
Clear Lake, and Crazy Creek - Putah Creek Watershed (HUC10). There is an unnamed 
perennial Class III watercourse indicated on the NHD map layer utilized by California 
resource agencies via CNDDB and the Federal NWI map layer, which flows across the 
south eastern corner of the Project property. The Biological Report also identified a creek 
and a potential wetland on the northeastern corner of the parcel. The cannabis cultivation 
area will be setback a minimum of 150 feet from the top of the bank of any bodies of 
water. There are no other surface water bodies on the Project property. There will be no 
surface water diversions or water crossings with this project.  
 
Commercial cannabis is tightly regulated by CalCannbis in terms of chemicals that are 
introduced to and through the plants. Consequently, WeGrow has stated that they will be 
fully organic with their supplements of both dry and liquid fertilizers. The proposed dry 
fertilizers include dry worm castings as well as Chicken and Bat Guano. As for liquid 
fertilizers most of it will be coming from MaxSea and organic compost. The pesticides that 
will be used for this cultivation project include neem oil and capsaicin, both at limited 
quantities during the growing months and only used when necessary. All of the fertilizers, 
nutrients, and pesticides will only be purchased and delivered to the property as needed, 
and will be stored separately in the secure storage shed, in their original containers and 
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used as impermeable surface with secondary containment, at least 150 feet from surface 
water bodies. Empty containers will be disposed of by placing them in a separate seal 
tight bin with a fitted lid and disposed of at the local solid waste facility within the county. 
At no time will fertilizers/nutrients be applied at a rate greater than 319 pounds of nitrogen 
per acre per year (requirement of the State Water Resource Control Board’s Cannabis 
General Order). Water soluble fertilizers/nutrients will be delivered via the drip and micro-
spray irrigation system(s) of the proposed cultivation operation to promote optimal plant 
growth and flower formation while using as little product as necessary. Petroleum 
products will be stored year-round in State of California-approved containers with 
secondary containment and separate from pesticides and fertilizers, within the processing 
facilities.  
 
WeGrow has stated that all agricultural chemicals associated with cannabis cultivation 
(fertilizers, pesticides, and petroleum products) will be stored within the secure proposed 
200 sq. ft. storage area. The proposed processing buildings will contain cannabis 
processing activities such as drying, trimming, curing, and packaging. The nearest offsite 
residence is over 350 feet away from the proposed cultivation area. All areas of the 
proposed project will be fully out of view from all public view due to the dense vegetation 
and slope of the location.  
 
The proposed cultivation operation will utilize drip irrigation systems, to conserve water 
resources. The well in the center of the property is directly next to the proposed cultivation 
area. Since the well, storage tanks and cultivation area all within feet of each other above 
ground water lines will be used which will be a combination of PVC piping and black poly 
tubing. Water use is projected to be approximately 4,713,000+ gallons per year* (please 
see Water Use Section for methodology). The cultivation area is nearly completely flat 
with little to no slope, meaning rainwater runoff will not be a huge concern. Straw wattles 
are proposed around southeastern portion of the cultivation area to filter potential 
sediment from stormwater as it moves on to the property’s seasonal drainages to the 
east. The natural existing vegetated buffer will be maintained as needed between all 
project areas and waterways on the property.  
 
A Biological Assessment for the property was completed on March 1, 2020 and prepared 
by Pinecrest Environmental Consulting Inc. The results of the Biological Assessment are 
described as follows: 
 

● No special status plant species were observed, and no impacts are 
expected to occur to any based-on lack of sighting and lack of suitable 
habitat at the cultivation area.  

● No special status animal species were observed, and no impacts are 
expected to occur to any. There are several wetlands on the eastern portion 
of the parcel that may be suitable for sensitive frog species and should not 
be disturbed.  

● No impacts are predicted for sediment discharge to watercourses or 
wetlands due to the absence of the features near the cultivation area.  

● No impacts are predicted for habitat conservation or with local ordinances 
and no further mitigations are required.  
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A Cultural Resource Evaluation for the parcel was completed on February 28, 2020 
prepared by [Wolf Creek Archaeology LLC]. Although 1 historic/prehistoric site was 
discovered during the field inspection, this resource was recorded south of the proposed 
project area. No other historic or prehistoric cultural materials were discovered. Based on 
the field evaluation by [Wolf Creek Archaeology], it was recommended that the proposed 
project be approved as planned. 
 
WeGrow’s site will require a high amount of electricity as they will be cultivating 400,405 
sq. ft. of canopy in greenhouses with a maximum of 25 watts per square foot. All electricity 
needed for the project will be supplied from PG&E through the existing connection but will 
require an electrical upgrade. The proposed project is proposing a backup generator to 
be used in emergency situations when electricity cannot be supplied by PG&E. The 
project does not propose the storage or use of any hazardous materials. All organic waste 
will be placed in the designated composting area within the cultivation area. All solid waste 
will be stored in bins with secure fitting lids until being disposed of at a Lake County 
Integrated Waste Management facility, at least once a week during the cultivation season. 
The closest Lake County Integrated Waste Management facility to the proposed 
cultivation operation is the Eastlake Landfill. 
 
The Project Property is currently accessed by a private gravel driveway off Herington 
Road. The existing access driveway on the property leads to the center of the property 
where the cultivation area is proposed. At minimum the driveway will be 20 ft wide with 
14 ft of unobstructed horizontal clearance and 15 feet of unobstructed vertical clearance. 
The access driveway will have 6-inch gravel added to the entire length of it and have 6 
parking stalls (one ADA) as well as hammerhead turnaround in front of the cultivation 
area that will be 20’ wide and 60’ in length. A gate will be installed with an entrance of at 
least 2 feet wider than the width of the traffic lane with a minimum of 14 feet unobstructed 
horizontal clearance and 15 feet on unobstructed vertical clearance. The access gate will 
be located at least 30 feet from the main shared access road and property line. The gate 
will be locked outside of core operating/business hours (8am to 6pm) and whenever 
WeGrow personnel are not present. The gate will be secured with a heavy-duty chain, 
commercial grade padlock and a Knox Box to allow 24/7 access for emergency services. 
Only approved WeGrow managerial staff and emergency service providers are able to 
unlock the gates on the Project Property. The cultivation area fence will be a 6 ft tall chain 
link fence with a privacy mesh screen and mounted with security cameras. Posts will be 
set into the ground at not more than 10-foot intervals, and terminal posts set into concrete 
footings. 

 
A site visit by retired Fire Chief and current Code Enforcement Manager Andrew Williams 
and Associate Planner Eric Porter took place on March 19, 2021. Mr. Williams observed 
that the existing interior driveway was not adequate to meet Public Resource Codes 4290 
and 4291 (CalFire road standards for commercial development), but that the interior road 
and entry gate could be made to be compliant with appropriate conditions of approval and 
mitigation measures to this project implemented and verified prior to cultivation.  
 
 
Water Analysis 
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A well report was submitted by the applicant; the report was written in September 1997 
when the well was drilled. There are no other more recent reports as of March 20, 2021.  
 
In the 1997 report, water was found at a depth of 60 feet, and the well produced 106 
gallons of water per minute, which is regarded as a high-producing well. Unknown is the 
extent or depth of the aquifer in this area, or what the rate of well recharge is once the 
well is stopped for a period of time.  
 
The Lake County Zoning has no minimum gallons per minute productivity; water depth / 
recharge rate, or other regulations for what constitutes an adequate water availability 
analysis. In this case the applicant has verbally consented to having a 5,000 gallon metal 
water tank adapted with fire department connection hoses, along with four 5,000 gallon 
plastic tanks to hold irrigation water.  
 
The applicant will use a drip-irrigation system inside the greenhouses, which is more 
water-efficient than other methods of irrigation. Cannabis plants typically require between 
4 and 6 gallons of water per day per plant. 
 
The applicant has provided projected water usage data within the following chart, 
however this analysis did not include the water needed to irrigate the screening trees 
recommended as conditions of approval for the removal of existing live oak trees .  
 
The following chart shows the proposed water usage for the cannabis cultivation minus 
the replacement tree irrigation water that will be needed for the live oak trees.  
 

 
 
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
   
According to the applicant, the following is in regards to the site preparation and 
construction: 
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 Approximately 150 cubic yards of earth will be excavated to accommodate the 
greenhouse pads and drying building pads. Although the applicant has applied for 
a grading permit, a building permit required for any building over 200 sq. ft., 
including greenhouses, allows up to 500 cubic yards of earth to be moved without 
a grading permit being required. Less than 500 cubic yards of earth will be removed 
by this proposal, which will occur on flat ground. The road improvements will not 
require significant grading, nor will the interior road improvements, or the removal 
of the estimated 20 to 30 native oak trees that are located on the property.  

 Construction is anticipated to last between two and four months. 

 The interior roadway will be improved with 6” of gravel base to a width of 20’ to 
meet the CalFire Road Standards as provided in the California Public Resource 
Code Sections (PRC 4290 and 4291). The entry gate will be widened to no less 
than 22 feet, and a ‘knox box’ shall be installed on the gatepost to enable 
emergency vehicle access to the site if needed.  

 Materials and equipment will only be staged on areas disturbed prior to the project 
application completion (existing roads, parking and work areas). No areas 
undisturbed at the start of the project will be disturbed during the project for the 
purpose of staging materials or equipment.  

 Any drivers will be instructed to drive slowly for safety and keep down dust to 
mitigate the generation of dust during construction. 

 All construction activities, including engine warm-up, will be limited to Monday 
through Saturday between the hours of 7:00am and 7:00pm.   

 All equipment will be maintained and operated in a manner that minimizes any spill 
or leak of hazardous materials. All equipment will only be refueled in locations 
more than 100 feet from surface water bodies, and any servicing of equipment will 
occur on an impermeable surface. In the event of a spill or leak, the contaminated 
soil will be stored, transported, and disposed of consistent with applicable local, 
state and federal regulations.  

 Estimated daily construction-related trips are up to 10 trips per day during the 
construction period.   

 
POST CONSTRUCTION (OPERATIONAL) DETAILS. If this project is approved, the 
following operational characteristics will be met: 
 

 Up to 20 employees per day will work on site  

 Between 40 and 80 average daily vehicle trips are anticipated 

 An ADA-compliant restroom and hand wash station is required on the property 

 A minimum of 20 regular parking spaces and one ADA-compliant parking space is 
required on site. 

 Operational noise levels of greenhouse filtration systems shall not exceed the 
maximum decibel levels established within the Lake County Zoning Ordinance as 
measured at the property line(s).  
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 Generators are only allowed to be used during power outages as a backup power 
source. 

 Water is required to be obtained on-site. No ‘trucked in’ water is permitted. 

 Light must be contained within greenhouses. The only outdoor lighting allowed 
associated with this project is security lighting around the perimeter of the fenced 
cultivation area that is downcast and is not visible from neighboring properties or 
public roads. 

 The applicant has not provided energy usage calculations. A typical ‘greenhouse 
cultivation’ activity usually requires no less than 400 amps or more of power. This 
project will likely require significantly more power than 400 amps. The burden of 
proof is on the applicant to determine (1) total power needs; (2) who will supply this 
power (PG&E; on-site solar arrays, et cetera), and (3) how the County can be 
assured that this power need will be met by the applicant.  
 

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
Applicant/Owner: We Grow LLC / Zarina Otchkova   

Location:  16750 Herrington Road, Hidden Valley Lake 

A.P.N.s: 013-060-40, 013-014-03 and 11 

Parcel Size: +309 acres 

General Plan: Rural Lands – Resource Conservation 

Zoning:  “RL-RR-WW”: Split: Rural Lands – Rural Residential - Waterway 

Flood Zone: None  

Submittal Date: March 5, 2020 
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III. PROJECT SETTING 
 

Existing Uses and Improvements: Existing development consists of a house, a well and 
a septic system served by a 12’ wide interior driveway.    
 
Surrounding Uses and Zoning 
 

North, South:  “RR” Rural Residential; parcels range between 5 and over 40 acres in 
size. Most are developed with dwellings.   

West: “RR” Rural Residential and “R1” Single Family Residential; developed lots 
including lots within the Hidden Valley Lake development.  

North-East:  “RL” Rural Lands zoning; large undeveloped lots.  

 
The actual cultivation site is not within a Community Growth Boundary, but is about 2,300 
feet to the southeast of the Hidden Valley Lake Development. The park shown in blue 
below is more than 1000 feet from the proposed cultivation site. 
 

 
 

ZONING AND VICINITY MAP 
 
 
 
 

Cultivation Site 

Hidden Valley 

Lake 

Development 
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Topography: The site is relatively flat with a slope of less than 10%. 
 
Soils:    The project area contains the following soil type:   
 

 Type 219, however the soil to be used on site will be in fabric pots 
located inside of greenhouses, and will be imported onto the site 
to ensure quality control of soil.  

 
Water Supply: Existing Well 
 
Sewage Disposal: Existing and future on-site septic systems. 
 
Fire Protection: South Lake Protection District 

 
Vegetation:  Scattered oaks, manzanita shrubs and grasses 
 
Water Courses: Several unnamed seasonal streams 

 

IV. PROJECT ANALYSIS 
 
General Plan Conformance 
 
The General Plan designation for the subject site is Rural Lands, Rural Residential and 
Resource Conservation. The following General Plan policies relate to site development 
in the context of this proposal: 
 
Rural Lands allows for rural development in areas that are primarily in their natural 
state, although some agricultural production, especially vineyards, can occur on 
these lands. This category is appropriate for areas that are remote or characterized 
by steep topography, fire hazards, and limited access. Typical uses permitted by right 
include, but are not limited to, animal raising, crop production, single family 
residences, game preserves and fisheries. Other typical uses permitted conditionally 
include, but are not limited to, recreational facilities, manufacturing and processing 
operations, mining, and airfields.  
 

Rural Residential  

This land use category is designed to provide single‐family residential development in a 
semi‐rural setting. Large lot residential development with small‐scale agricultural activities 
is appropriate. These areas are intended to act as a buffer area between the urban 
residential development and the agricultural areas of the County. Building intensity should 
be greater where public services such as major roads, community water systems, or 
public sewerage are available. However, most of the lands designated for this land use 
category would have wells and septic systems. These lands provide important ground 
water recharge functions. As watershed lands these lands function to collect precipitation 
and provide for important filtering of water to improve water quality. They are generally 
supportive to the management of the natural infrastructure of the watersheds.  
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Typical uses permitted by right include single family residences; crop production; raising 
of poultry, rabbits, and other small animals for domestic use; raising of bovine animals, 
horses, sheep, and goats for domestic use; and sale of crops produced on the premises. 

Typical uses permitted conditionally include agricultural‐related services and recreational 
facilities. This designation is primarily located outside of Community Growth Boundaries, 
but some areas will be appropriate inside these boundaries as well. The compliance with 
the applicable General Plan policies and goals is below.  
 
Resource Conservation is to assure the maintenance or sustained generation of 
natural resources within the County. The highest priority for these lands is to provide 
for the management of the County’s natural infrastructure. This management should 
include, but not limited to, functioning as watershed lands which collect precipitation 
and provide for the important filtering of water to improve water quality. These lands 
provide important ground water recharge capability which is critical to the 
maintenance of the ecosystem.  
 
The following General Plan policies relate to site development in the context of this 
proposal: 
 
Land Use 
 
Goal LU-1: is to encourage the overall economic and social growth of the County while 
maintaining its quality of life standards.  
 

 Policy LU-1.3 Prevent Incompatible Uses. The County shall prevent the intrusion 
of new incompatible land uses into existing community areas.  

 
Response: Pursuant to Article 27 (Table B) of the Lake County Zoning Ordinance, the 
cultivation of cannabis is an allowable use within the “RL” Rural Lands land Use 
Designation upon securing a Minor/Major Use Permit. However, this particular project is 
near Hidden Valley Lakes Development, although the cultivation area is outside the 1000 
foot setback required under Article 27; see ‘Exclusion Area’ map below. Staff has received 
multiple comments for this project; mostly from Hidden Valley Lake residents who are 
opposed to the project.   
 
Goal LU-2: is to clearly differentiate between areas within Lake County appropriate for 
higher intensity urban services and land uses from areas where rural or resource use 
should be emphasized.  
 

 Policy LU-2.4 Agricultural/Residential Buffer. The County shall require adequate 
setbacks between agricultural and non-agricultural uses. Setbacks shall vary 
depending on type of operation and chemicals used for spraying.  

Response: In reference to the Lake County Zoning Ordinance Article 27, Section 27.11 
(at), the County requires a minimum 100 foot setback from all property lines of the subject 
property, a minimum 100 foot setback from the top of bank of any surface water source, 
and a minimum of 200 foot setback from any off-site residences. The nearest off-site 
residence is located approximately 1100 feet to the west of the cultivation site. 
Additionally, Commercial Cannabis Cultivation is prohibited within a 1,000 feet of 
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Community Growth Boundaries, licensed child care facilities, churches, or youth-oriented 
facilities. This project complies with all of these required setbacks. See Map below. 
 

 
CANNABIS EXCLUSION AREA MAP 

 
Goal LU-6: “To maintain a healthy and diverse local economy that meets the present and 
future employment, shopping, recreational, and service needs of Lake County residents”. 
 

 Policy LU 6.1: “The County shall actively promote the development of a diversified 
economic base by continuing to promote agriculture, recreation services and 
commerce and by expanding its efforts to encourage industrial and non-industrial 
corporate developments, and the developments of geothermal resources”. 

 
Response: The proposed Commercial Cannabis Operation would create diversity within 
the local economy, and create future employment opportunities for local residents. 
According to the applicant’s application there is total of up to twenty (20) employees 

Cultivation Site 

1000 foot setback from 

Hidden Valley Lake 

development 
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proposed which will add to the economic vitality of south Lake County by employees 
purchasing gas, food and commodities, which in turn will help local retail stores 
economically. The number of employees working on site will vary between 10 and 20 
depending on the stage of the cultivation season.  
 
Middletown Area Plan Conformance  
 
The subject site is within the Middletown Area Plan’s boundary which includes Coyote 
Valley (located south of the subject site) and Hidden Valley Lake. The Plan contains 
several policies that are subject to consistency review as follows: 
 
Objective 5.1.1     Encourage comprehensive economic development that includes a high 
level of community participation to the long range benefit of the Planning Area with a 
balanced and diverse mix of commercial, manufacturing, residential, tourism and 
agriculture. 
 

 Policy 5.1.1.a  Economic development proposals should involve a high level of 
community participation. 

 
Response: Although commercial cannabis cultivation is not a traditional economic 
development activity, this proposed project will employ between 10 and 20 employees 
who will spend money in Lake County. This proposal requires public notices to be sent 
out to neighboring property owners within 725 feet of the outer property line of the subject 
sites, as well as to any persons who desire to participate in the public hearing process 
regardless of whether the participants support or oppose this project. In total, over 80 
public hearing notices were sent out as of March 26, 2021. Participation in the public 
hearing process is highly encouraged. 
 

 Policy 5.1.4b Make agriculture more economically viable by encouraging the 
development of value–added agricultural industries that support tourism and 
maintaining sites in agricultural production, as long as the agricultural tourism uses 
do not negatively impact on-going agricultural operations on adjacent lands. 

 
Response: The project site is eligible for commercial cannabis cultivation. The site would 
not be open to the public, so no tourism of the site will occur. The project will however 
add revenue to local cannabis retailers, and the employees of this project will spend 
money locally on food, gas and other commodities, further aiding the Lake County 
economy. There are no agricultural uses within 1000 feet of the proposed cultivation site; 
See Aerial Photo, next page.  
 
Objective 5.1.5 Encourage comprehensive economic development efforts for the long-
term benefit of the Planning Area aimed at increasing local employment opportunities. 
 

 Policy 5.1.5b Priority should be given to providing service and employment 
opportunities locally. 

 
Response: As previously stated, this project will employ between 10 and 20 persons. 
Those persons will spend money locally, and will likely be hired from local areas. Further, 
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commercial cannabis will support other primarily local retail outlets that sell commercial 
cannabis products, further enhancing economic vitality within Lake County.  
 
The Community Development Department has written an Initial Study, on the proposed 
use and has incorporated mitigation measures to reduce potential environmental impacts 
identified in the Study to less than significant. These mitigation measures include but are 
not limited to Erosion Control and Sediment Plans using Best Management Practices, 
and the protection of Biological, Archaeological, Geological, and Historical Resources and 
will be discussed in further detail in below.  
 

 
Aerial Photo of Site and Surrounding Lots 

 
Zoning Ordinance Conformance 
 
Article 37 – Waterway Combining District (WW)  
 
A seasonal stream traverses through the parcel on the northern portion. Pursuant to 
Article 37 (Waterway Combining District), Section 37.3(b) the traditional minimum setback 
for intermittent waterways is thirty (30) feet from the top of bank, however Article 27(at) 
requires a greater setback of 100 feet to top of bank. This setback is met with this proposal 
according to the applicant’s Site Plan, aerial photos, and County GIS mapping data.   
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Article 8 – Rural Residential (RR) 
 
The Cultivation of Commercial Cannabis is permitted in the “RR” Rural Residential Zoning 
Districts upon issuance of a Minor/Major Use Permit pursuant to Article 27, Section 27.11 
[Table B] of the Lake County Zoning Ordinance.  
 
Article 27(at) – Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Regulations  
 
The purpose of Article 27 is for those uses possessing characteristics of unique and 
special form as to make their use acceptable in one or more districts upon issuance of a 
zoning permit, minor or major use permits in addition to any required building, grading 
and/or health permits. Article 27, Table B, allows the cultivation of commercial cannabis 
in the RL and RR zoning districts subject to a use permit being issued, and subject to 
compliance with a variety of Plans, standards, criteria and specific regulations. 
Compliance with all applicable Plans, standards, criteria and specific regulations is the 
basis of this staff report.  
 
Development Standards, General Requirements and Restrictions. This application 
meets the following Development Standards, General Requirements and Restrictions as 
specified within Article 27, subsection (at) of the Lake County Zoning Ordinance. 

Development Standards 

 Minimum Lot Size (20 acres per each A-Type 3B license and 5 acres per each A-
Type 1C license is required; 15 A-Type 3B licenses and one A-Type 1C license is 
requested): Complies; the lot is +309 acres in combined size. The applicant needs 
300 acres for fifteen (15) A – Type 3B licenses and 5 acres for an A-Type 1C 
specialty cottage license for 305 acres required as a minimum. The project as 
planned meets the lot size requirement.  

 Setback from Property Line (100 feet): Complies; the cultivation site is set back a 
minimum of 100 feet from the nearest property line.  

 Setback from Off-Site Residence (200 feet): Complies; the nearest dwelling is 
about 1100 feet away from the cultivation area.  

 Minimum Fence Height of Six (6) Feet: Complies; the proposed fence is 6’ tall. 

 Maximum Canopy Area (22,000 sq. ft. maximum for an A – Type 3B “Mixed 
Light” license). Complies; the proposed canopy area would be about 329,700 sq. 
ft. of mixed light (greenhouse) canopy area, and 400,000+ square feet of mixed 
light cultivation area. 

General Requirements. There are several general requirements for cannabis cultivation 
listed in Section 27.11(at) of the Lake County Zoning Ordinance. These include, but are 
not limited to, obtaining a State License, completion of background checks, obtaining 
property owner approval, complying with hours of operations and deliveries, access 
requirements, etc. 
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The applicant either meets the General Requirements outlined in Section 27 of the Zoning 
Ordinance or, if the requirements have not yet been met, a condition has been added the 
permit to ensure compliance. Conditions that have not been met but will be met if this 
permit is approved include tree replacement for the estimated 20 to 30 mature oak trees 
that will be removed; on-site water storage for irrigation and fire suppression (there is 
currently one 5,000 gallon metal tank on site; an additional 20,000 gallons of water 
storage is proposed); ADA-compliant restrooms and handwash stations for employees; 
one ADA-compliant parking space and 20 regular dedicated parking spaces, and Public 
Resource Code (PRC) 4290 and 4291 interior road / gate compliance being among the 
conditions that are required of this project. Odor and visual control pertaining to the 
greenhouses is addressed in the conditions of approval as well. 

The applicant has also submitted a Property Management Plan, outlining compliance with 
all regulations pertaining to cannabis operations including air quality, cultural resources, 
energy usage, fertilizer usage, fish and wildlife protection, storm water management, 
security, compliance monitoring, etc. In addition, the applicant complies with the 
restrictions pertaining to the prohibited activities listed in Article 27, including but not 
limited to the removal of trees, illegally diverting water, producing excessive odors, 
cultivating within a Cannabis Exclusion Area, etc. 

V. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW  
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires agencies to evaluate the 
environmental implications of land use actions. An Initial Study and Mitigated Negative 
Declaration (IS 20-25; Attachment 6) was prepared and circulated for public review in 
compliance with CEQA from February 17, 2021 to March 27, 2021. All local tribes were 
notified of this project. Middletown Rancheria indicated that the site was within their tribal 
land and requested consultation, which took place on March 5, 2021 with Michael Rivera 
representing the Tribe. Redwood Valley Pomo Tribe voiced objections to this proposal.  
 
The Initial Study found that the project could cause potentially significant impacts to 
Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources, Cultural / Geological (historic) /Tribal 
Resources, Energy Resources, Hydrology Resources, Noise and Transportation. However, 
with the incorporation of the mitigation measures below, all impacts can be reduced to a less 
than significant level.  
 
Aesthetics 
 
The project has some potential to result in short- and long-term aesthetic impacts if any 
outdoor lighting is contemplated and due to the potential visibility of the greenhouses and 
drying buildings from other lots and from public roads. All potential light-related and 
screening-related impacts have been reduced to less than significant with the incorporated 
mitigation measure below: 
 

 AES-1: Prior to cultivation, the applicant shall provide blackout screening in or on 
each greenhouse to block light from spilling out beyond each greenhouse.  
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 AES-2:  The applicant shall screen all cultivation activities with a minimum 6’ tall 
fence with screening applied to the entire fence around the perimeter of the 
cultivation area.  
 

 AES-3:   Prior to cultivation, the applicant shall plant screening trees at no more than 
20’ distance apart from one another around the perimeter of the project area. These 
trees shall be no less than 5’ tall at time of planting, shall be irrigated, and shall be 
maintained in a healthy state by the applicant for the life of the project. These trees 
are the replacement trees to be planted at a 3:1 ratio for each oak tree over 5” in 
diameter measured at 4.5 feet above grade; for each oak tree removed that meets 
this size limit, three new deciduous trees capable of reaching a height to 20 feet 
shall be planted.  

 
Air Quality 
 
The project has some potential to result in short- and long-term air quality impacts. It is likely 
that some dust and fumes may be released as a result of site preparation / construction of 
the building pads and the cultivation area. Some vehicular traffic, including small delivery 
vehicles would be contributors during and after site preparation / construction; trips 
generated by the use will be minimal, estimated at 4 to 8 average daily trips. Odors 
generated by the plants, particularly during harvest season, will need to be mitigated either 
through passive means (separation distance), or active means (Odor Control Plan), which 
is required prior to cultivation occurring. All potential Air Quality impacts have been reduced 
to less than significant with the incorporated mitigation measures below:  
 

 AQ-1: Prior to obtaining the necessary permits and/or approvals for any phase, 
applicant shall contact the Lake County Air Quality Management District and obtain 
an Authority to Construct (A/C) Permit for all operations and for any diesel powered 
equipment and/or other equipment with potential for air emissions.  

 AQ-2: All mobile diesel equipment used must be in compliance with State 
registration requirements. Portable and stationary diesel powered equipment must 
meet the requirements of the State Air Toxic Control Measures for CI engines.  

 AQ-3: The applicant shall maintain records of all hazardous or toxic materials used, 
including a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for all volatile organic compounds 
utilized, including cleaning materials. Said information shall be made available upon 
request and/or the ability to provide the Lake County Air Quality Management 
District such information in order to complete an updated Air Toxic emission 
Inventory.  

 

 AQ-4: All vegetation during site development shall be chipped and spread for ground 
cover and/or erosion control. The burning of vegetation, construction debris, 
including waste material is prohibited.  

 

 AQ-5: The applicant shall have the primary access and parking areas surfaced 
with chip seal, asphalt or an equivalent all weather surfacing to reduce fugitive dust 
generation.   The use of white rock as a road base or surface material for travel 
routes and/or parking areas is prohibited. 
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 AQ-6: All areas subject infrequent use of driveways, over flow parking, etc., shall 
be surfaced with gravel. Applicant shall regularly use and/or maintain graveled 
area to reduce fugitive dust generations. 

 

 AQ-7:  Each greenhouse shall contain an air and odor filtration system. Method of 
filtration shall be provided to the Lake County Planning Department for review prior 
to any construction occurring on site.   

 

 AQ-8: The applicant shall apply water to the ground during any and all site 
preparation work that is required for the greenhouses and drying building, as well 
as during any interior driveway improvements to mitigate dust migration. 

 
Biological Resources 
 
The applicant provided a Biological Assessment covering the project site, which was 
prepared by Pinecrest Environmental Group dated March 1, 2020.  One mitigation 
measure was recommended pertaining to reforestation of the parent parcel in the vicinity of 
the cannabis cultivation area. All potential environmental impacts have been reduced to less 
than significant with the incorporated mitigation measures below:  
 

 BIO-1: A follow up Biological Assessment (nesting) survey shall be conducted 

by a licensed and qualified biologist prior to the start of cultivation. The results 

of this follow up site visit, including recommendations, shall be provided to the 

Lake County Planning Department prior to a hearing and cultivation. Any 

recommendations shall be added as conditions of approval for this use permit.  

 
Cultural / Geologic (historic) and Tribal Resources 
 
A Cultural Resources Evaluation was conducted for the subject parcel involved with this 
proposal by Wolf Creek Archeology dated February 28, 2020. This survey yielded no 
specific results on the cultivation site that would otherwise indicate that this is a site of tribal 
significance. All potential environmental impacts have been reduced to less than significant 
with the incorporated mitigation measures below: 
 

 CUL-1: Should any archaeological, paleontological, or cultural materials be 
discovered during site development, all activity shall be halted in the vicinity of the 
find(s), the culturally affiliated Tribe(s) shall be notified, and a qualified 
archaeologist retained to evaluate the find(s) and recommend mitigation 
procedures, if necessary, subject to the approval of the Community Development 
Director.  Should any human remains be encountered, they shall be treated in 
accordance with Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 and with California 
Health and Safety Code section 7050.5.   

 

 CUL-2: All employees shall be trained in recognizing potentially significant artifacts 
that may be discovered during ground disturbance. If any artifacts or remains are 
found, the culturally affiliated Tribe(s) shall immediately be notified; a licensed 
archaeologist shall be notified, and the Lake County Community Development 
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Director shall be notified of such finds. 
 
Energy 
 
The power needs of this project may have a significant impact to the power grid in this 
area. The mitigation measure below is needed to ensure that the site and neighboring 
properties will be unable to get power due to excessive usage by this project. 
 

 EN-1:  Prior to building permits being issued, the applicant shall provide energy 
calculations for the proposed project. These calculations shall be prepared by 
an energy professional, and the means of providing adequate power shall 
clearly be identified within the scope of these calculations. PG&E confirmation 
of being able to provide adequate power to the site may be required at the 
discretion of the Building Official or designee. If the applicant is unable to obtain 
‘on grid’ power for this project, then an alternative energy source shall be 
submitted to the Building Official for consideration (i.e. solar). Total amperage 
needs shall be provided within the energy calculations provided. A description 
of energy use per building may be necessary, as well as engineered energy 
calculations at the discretion of the Building Official. Mitigation measure EN-1 

 

 EN-2:  If the applicant is unable to obtain adequate ‘on-grid’ power, the 
applicant shall be responsible for finding an alternative energy source(s) for this 
project. The use of generators is prohibited except during an emergency such 
as a power failure and is only allowed on a short-time basis.  

 

 

Hydrology. Fire Protection and Water Quality 
 
The project will have an adverse impact related to hydrology and water quality, including 
amount used. The following mitigation measure is added to reduce potential impacts to ‘less 
than significant’ levels regarding water and hydrology: 
 

 HYD-1: The applicant shall maintain on-site water storage of 20,000 gallons for 
irrigation purposes, and 5,000 gallons in a metal water storage tank with fire 
department connectivity for fire suppression purposes. 

 
Noise 
 
Although the amount of site preparation for this proposal will be minimal, short-term 
increases in ambient noise levels can be expected during project grading and construction. 
The following mitigations will be incorporated in the permit to reduce the potential impacts 
to less than significant:  
 

 NOI-1: All construction activities including engine warm-up shall be limited to Monday 
through Friday, between the hours of 7:00am and 7:00pm to minimize noise impacts 
on nearby residents.  Back-up beepers shall be adjusted to the lowest allowable 
levels.   
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 NOI-2: Maximum non-construction related sounds levels shall not exceed levels of 
55 dBA between the hours of 7:00AM to 7:00PM and 45 dBA between the hours of  
10:00PM to 7:00AM within residential areas as specified within Zoning Ordinance 
Section 21-41.11 (Table 11.1) at the property lines. 
 

 NOI-3: The operation of the Air Filtration System shall not exceed levels of 57 dBA 
between the hours of 7:00AM to 10:00PM and 50 dBA from 10:00PM to 7:00AM 
within residential areas as specified within Zoning Ordinance Section 21-41.11 
(Table 11.2) measured at the property lines.  

 
Transportation 
 
This project will have transportation-related impacts on site. The following mitigation 
measure will reduce potential impact to ‘less than significant’ levels. 
 

 TRANS-1:  Prior to final building inspection, the applicant shall improve the on-site 
portion of Herrington Road and the interior driveway to comply with PRC 4290 and 
4291 road standards. The applicant shall schedule an inspection with the Fire 
Marshal through the Community Development Department once improvements to 
the road are completed. A Grading Permit and engineered drawings may be 
required prior to any work occurring to improve this road. The applicant shall 
coordinate with the Building Official regarding potential grading plans that might be 
required prior to any work occurring on Herrington Road or interior driveway 
improvements. 

 TRANS-2:   A Grading Permit and engineered drawings may be required prior to 
any work occurring to improve this road. The applicant shall coordinate with the 
Building Official regarding potential grading plans that might be required prior to any 
work occurring on Herrington Road improvements.  

Fire 

 FIRE-1: Prior to a building permit being issued, the applicant shall improve 
Herrington Road to comply with PRC 4290 and 4291 road standards. The applicant 
shall schedule an inspection with the Fire Marshal through the Community 
Development Department once improvements to the road are completed. 

VI. MAJOR USE PERMIT FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL 
 

The Review Authority shall only approve or conditionally approve a Major Use Permit (LCZO 
Section 51.4, Major Use Permits) if all of the following findings are made:  

1. That the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the use applied for will not 
under the circumstances of the particular case, be detrimental to the health, safety, 
morals, comfort and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the 
neighborhood of such proposed use, or be detrimental to property and 
improvements in the neighborhood or the general welfare of the County.  

 
Response: The proposed use of Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Operation is a 
permitted use in the “RR” Rural Residential and “RL” Rural Lands zoning districts upon 
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issuance of a Major Use Permit pursuant to Article 27 of the Lake County Zoning 
Ordinance.  
 
The subject property complies with the minimum setbacks from public lands as the park 
located within Hidden Valley Lake development is more than 1000 feet from the cultivation 
site, and is located more than 1000 feet from the nearest traditional Agricultural use to 
the north of the cultivation site.  
 
Additionally, the Community Development Department (CDD) will conduct Annual 
Compliance Monitoring Inspections during the cultivation season to ensure ongoing 
compliance with the approved Property Management Plan, Site Plan and Conditions of 
Approval.   
 

2. That the site for the project is adequate in size, shape, location, and physical 
characteristics to accommodate the type of use and level of development 
proposed.  

 
Response: The site is large enough to allow 15 A-Type 3B and one A-Type 1C 
commercial cannabis cultivation licenses. The location of the site is about 2,300 feet from 
the Hidden Valley Lakes (HVL) development (about ½ mile), although it is located more 
than 1000 feet beyond the HVL boundary line and is outside of an exclusion area. 
Neighbor objections for this project have been numerous and are included as Attachment 
9, ‘Public Comments’.  
 

3. That the streets, highways and pedestrian facilities are reasonably adequate to 
safely accommodate the specific proposed use.   

 
Response: The site is served by Herrington Road, a private roadway that terminates onto 
the subject site. The applicant is proposing improvements to this private road to make it 
compliant with Public Resources Code (PRC) 4290 / 4291 (CalFire) road standards, 
which is a requisite whenever a project requires building permits such as this one. The 
interior access road is also required to meet PRC 4290 and 4291 road standards prior to 
final building inspection and consequently the start of cultivation under this permit.   
 

4. That there are adequate public or private services, including but not limited to fire 
protection, water supply, sewage disposal, and police protection to serve the 
project.   

 
Response: There are adequate septic, water, road, fire and police protection available to 
this site. The applicant has not provided estimated power usage data, and the project will 
require significant power to serve 35 greenhouses and four 5,000 sq. ft. drying buildings 
according to the applicant’s Property Management Plan submitted. The applicant is 
required to provide engineered energy calculations and demonstrate that they can get 
adequate power to the site, either by traditional (‘on grid’) means, or by an alternative 
power sources such as solar power. In the unlikely event that there is insufficient ‘on-grid’ 
power available, a condition of approval has been added that will allow the applicant to 
use an alternative energy source to meet their power needs.   
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This application was routed to all of the affected public and private service providers 
including Public Works, Special Districts, Environmental Health, and to all area Tribal 
Agencies. Relevant comments are attached as ‘Attachment 3’. Middletown Rancheria 
Tribe held consultation with staff on March 23, 2021 and agreed to allow the project to 
move forward with no objection based on communication and agreement with the 
cultivator about tribal presence during site disturbance on site.  Adverse comments were 
received from the Redwood Valley Pomo Indian Tribe regarding concerns about water 
usage and the strength of the watershed. The County does not require aquifer evaluations 
associated with commercial cannabis cultivation licenses.   
 

5. That the project is in conformance with the applicable provisions and policies of 
this Code, the General Plan and any approved zoning or land use plan.  

 
Response: The cultivation of commercial cannabis is a permitted use within the RL and 
RR zoning district upon securing a Major Use Permit pursuant to Article 27 of the Lake 
County Zoning Ordinance. Additionally, the Lake County General Plan does not have any 
provisions specifically for commercial cannabis, but both documents have provisions for 
economic development and land use that are compatible and would allow the use. 
 

6. That no violation of Chapters 5, 17, 21, 23 or 26 of the Lake County Code currently 
exists on the property, unless the purpose of the permit is to correct the violation, 
or the permit relates to a portion of the property which is sufficiently separate and 
apart from the portion of the property in violation so as not to be affected by the 
violation from a public health, safety or general welfare basis.  

 
Response: There are no current violations of Chapters 5, 17, 21, 23 or 26 of the Lake 
County Code on this property.  
 
In addition to the findings required above for a Use Permit, the following findings are 
required for approval of a cannabis-specific Use Permit:  
 

1. The proposed use complies with all development standards described in Chapter 
21, Article 27, Section 1.i. 
 

Response: The purpose of this report is to evaluate the levels of compliance with the 
standards and criteria found in Article 27, section 1.i, as well as other portions of the 
Zoning Ordinance, General Plan and applicable Area Plan.  
 
2. The applicant is qualified to make the application described in Chapter 21, Article 

27, Section 1.ii.(g). 
 
Response: The applicant has passed ‘live scan’, and is the owner of the property. The 
applicant is qualified to make this application.  
 
3. The application complies with the qualifications for a permit described in Chapter 

21, Article 27, Section 1.ii.(i). 
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Response: With the exception of projected energy usage and supply which can be 
mitigated through conditions of approval, the application was determined to be complete 
after a thorough review to verify that all submittal requirements were met.  
 
VII. RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission: 
 
A. Adopt Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS 20-25) for Major Use Permit (UP 20-

22) with the following findings:  
 

1. Potential impacts to aesthetics can be mitigated to less than significant levels with 
the inclusion of mitigation measures AES-1 and AES-2.  
 

2. Potential air quality impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels with the 
inclusion of mitigation measures AQ-1, AQ-2, AQ-3, AQ-4, AQ-5, AQ-6, AQ-7 and 
AQ-8. 
 

3. Potential biological impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels with the 
inclusion of mitigation measure BIO-1.  
 

4. Potential environmental impacts related to cultural, historic geological and tribal 
resources can be mitigated to less than significant levels with the inclusion of 
mitigation measures CUL-1 and CUL-2.  
 

5. Potential energy-related impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels with 
the inclusion of mitigation measure EN-1 and EN-2.   
 

6. Potential impacts related to hydrology and water quality can be mitigated to less than 
significant impacts with the inclusion of mitigation measures HYD-1. 
 

7. Potential noise impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels with the 
inclusion of mitigation measures NOI-1, NOI-2, and NOI-3.  
 

8. Potential transportation-related impacts can be mitigated to ‘less than significant’ 
levels with the inclusion of mitigation measure TRANS-1.  
 

9. This project is consistent with land uses in the vicinity. 
 

10. This project is consistent with the Lake County General Plan, Middletown Area Plan 

and the applicable Zoning Ordinance standards and criteria for a commercial 

cannabis cultivation operation. 

 

11. Any changes to the project will require either an amended Use Permit or a new Use 
Permit unless the Community Development Director determines that any changes 
have no potential environmental impacts. 
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12. As mitigated through specific conditions of approval, this project will result in less 
than significant environmental impacts. 

 
B. Approve Major Use Permit UP 20-22 with the following findings: 
 

1. That the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the use applied for will not 
under the circumstances of the particular case, be detrimental to the health, safety, 
morals, comfort and general welfare of the persons residing or working in the 
neighborhood of such proposed use, or be detrimental to property and 
improvements in the neighborhood or the general welfare of the County.  
 

2. The site is adequate in size, shape, locations, and physical characteristics to 
accommodate the type of use and level of development proposed. 
 

3. The streets, highways and pedestrian facilities are reasonably adequate to safely 
accommodate the proposed use.   
 

4. There are adequate services to serve the project. 
 

5. This project is consistent with the Lake County General Plan, Lower Lake Area Plan, 
and Lake County Zoning Ordinance. 
 

6. No violation of Chapter 5, 17, 21, 23 or 26 of the Lake County Code currently exists 
on this property, with a condition of approval implemented.  
 

7. The proposed use complies with all development standards described in Chapter 
21, Article 27, Section 1.i. 
 

8. The applicant is qualified to make the application described in Chapter 21, Article 
27, Section 1.ii.(g). 
 

9. The application complies with the qualifications for a permit described in Chapter 
21, Article 27, Section 1.ii.(i). 

 
Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS 20-25) 
I move that the Planning Commission find that the Major Use Permit (UP 20-22) applied for 
by WeGrow LLC on property located at 16750 Herrington Road, Hidden Valley Lake, 
and further described as APNs 013-060-40, 013-014-03 and 11 will not have a significant 
effect on the environment and therefore a mitigated negative declaration shall be 
approved with the findings for approval listed in the staff report dated April 22, 2021. 
 
Major Use Permit (UP 20-22) 
I move that the Planning Commission find that the Major Use Permit (UP 20-22) applied 
for by WeGrow LLC on property located at 16750 Herrington Road, Hidden Valley Lake, 
and further described as APNs 013-060-40, 013-014-03 and 11 does meet the 
requirements of Section 51.4 and Article 27, Section 1 [i,ii(g),i(ii)] of the Lake County Zoning 
Ordinance and the Major Use Permit be granted subject to the conditions and with the 
findings for approval listed in the staff report dated April 22, 2021. 
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NOTE:  The applicant or any interested person is reminded that the Zoning Ordinance 
provides for a seven (7) calendar day appeal period.  If there is a disagreement with the 
Planning Commission, an appeal to the Board of Supervisors may be filed. The appropriate 
forms and applicable fee must be submitted prior to 5:00 p.m. on or before the seventh 
calendar day following the Commission's final determination. 
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The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chair Sabatier. County Administrative Officer Carol 

Huchingson, County Counsel Anita Grant, and Assistant Clerk of the Board Johanna DeLong were 

present, along with the following Supervisors:

Present: Supervisor Simon, Supervisor Crandell, Supervisor Scott, Supervisor Pyska and Chair Sabatier
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Supervisor Sabatier introduced the item to the Board. County Administrative Officer Carol Huchingson 

and County Counsel Anita Grant spoke. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following person spoke via Zoom: Bart 

Levenson. No one else wished to speak and the public input portion of this item was closed.
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.(2 $N% 6]]_\cR GR[aNY 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q ENbY :( A\dR[ N[Q 

@RcV[ H\a\ S\_ Ha\_NTR =N[TN_ !+ Na ANZ]`\[ ;VRYQ S\_ aUR Z\[aUYf NZ\b[a \S "-**& 

N[Q NbaU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ `VT[5 N[Q $O% 6]]_\cR GR[aNY 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af 

\S ANXR N[Q ENbY :( A\dR[ N[Q @RcV[ H\a\ S\_ Ha\_NTR =N[TN_ !, Na ANZ]`\[ ;VRYQ S\_ 

aUR Z\[aUYf NZ\b[a \S "/**& N[Q NbaU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ `VT[(

This item was pulled to correct an error made in the agreement.

Public Works Director Scott De Leon presented the item to the Board. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GP\aa& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& 5]]_\cRQ FR[aNY 5T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ 

aUR 7\b[af \S @NXR N[Q DNbY 9( @\dR[ N[Q ?RcV[ G\a\ S\_ Ga\_NTR <N[TN_ !* Na @NZ]`\[ :VRYQ 

S\_ aUR Z\[aUYf NZ\b[a \S ",))& N[Q NbaU\_VgRQ aUR 7UNV_ a\ `VT[4 N[Q $O% 5]]_\cRQ FR[aNY 

5T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 7\b[af \S @NXR N[Q DNbY 9( @\dR[ N[Q ?RcV[ G\a\ S\_ Ga\_NTR <N[TN_ 

!+ Na @NZ]`\[ :VRYQ S\_ aUR Z\[aUYf NZ\b[a \S ".))& N[Q NbaU\_VgRQ aUR 7UNV_ a\ `VT[( HUR 

Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

.(*) 6]]_\cR N[ 6ZR[QZR[a a\ aUR 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q ENcRZR[a 

GRPfPYV[T Hf`aRZ`& >[P( S\_ aUR _RUNOVYVaNaV\[ \S 7VT 8N[f\[ G\NQ V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S 

"+*3&,** S\_ N I\aNY 8\[a_NPa 6Z\b[a \S ",/,&***& N[Q NbaU\_VgR aUR EbOYVP L\_X` 

9V_RPa\_ a\ `VT[ aUR 6ZR[QRQ 6T_RRZR[a

.(** 6Q\]a GR`\YbaV\[ 6baU\_VgV[T aUR H]RPVNY 9V`a_VPa` 6QZV[V`a_Na\_ a\ HVT[ aUR C\aVPR \S 

8\Z]YRaV\[ S\_ L\_X ER_S\_ZRQ b[QR_ 6T_RRZR[a +3'+2& 9NaRQ ?b[R 3& ,*,*& S\_ aUR 

8\[`a_bPaV\[ \S aUR H\QN 7Nf 8H6',* GRQd\\Q IN[X GR]YNPRZR[a E_\WRPa

:[NPaZR[a C\4 GR`\YbaV\[ C\( ,*,+'00

.(*+ 6]]_\cR 6T_RRZR[a 7RadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q 8VcVPH]N_X V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S 

",3&*** S\_ D[R 8VcVP H]N_X ;RYY\d` a\ 9RcRY\] N[Q >Z]YRZR[a N[ 6_P<>H 7N`RQ 

6``Ra BN[NTRZR[a E_\T_NZ N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR H]RPVNY 9V`a_VPa` 6QZV[V`a_Na\_ a\ HVT[(

.(*, 6]]_\cR IUV_Q 6ZR[QZR[a a\ aUR ARN`R 6T_RRZR[a 7RadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q 

Af\[ GRNY :`aNaR AA8 $;\_ZR_Yf BN_TN_Ra :( Af\[ Hb_cVc\_` I_b`a% S\_ aUR E_RZV`R` 

Y\PNaRQ Na 2/// =df /- V[ A\dR_ ANXR& N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ HVT[(

.(*- 6]]_\cR ;V_`a 6ZR[QZR[a a\ aUR ARN`R 6T_RRZR[a 7RadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q 

ENbYV[R J`UR_ GRc\PNOYR I_b`a S\_ aUR E_RZV`R` A\PNaRQ Na 3,./ =df /- V[ A\dR_ 

ANXR& V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S "0&*12(+, ]R_ ;V`PNY MRN_& S_\Z ?bYf +& ,*+2 a\ ?b[R -*& ,*,.& 

N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ HVT[(
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.(*. 6]]_\cR ;V_`a 6ZR[QZR[a a\ aUR ARN`R 6T_RRZR[a 7RadRR[ 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q 

8UN_YR` HNdfR_ N[Q CN[Pf HNdfR_ $;\_ZR_Yf dVaU A\dR_ ANXR ?7G:& AA8%& S\_ aUR 

E_\]R_af A\PNaRQ Na 3*// =df /-& HbVaR` 6& 7& N[Q 8 V[ A\dR_ ANXR& V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S 

"+-.&3,0(.1 ]R_ ;V`PNY MRN_& ;_\Z ?bYf +& ,*,+ a\ ?b[R -*& ,*,-& N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR 

8UNV_ a\ HVT[(

.(*/ 6]]_\cR aUR 9V`a_VObaV\[ \S :ePR`` E_\PRRQ` V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S "--+&1,-(*, S_\Z INe 

9RSNbYaRQ AN[Q HNYR !+/0 URYQ \[ ?b[R 3& ,*+2 $]R_ G#I k.01/%(

This item was pulled to correct an error in the spreadsheet.

Treasurer-Tax Collector Barbara Ringen presented the item to the Board. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ 7_N[QRYY& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ aUR 8V`a_VObaV\[ \S 

9ePR`` D_\PRRQ` V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S ",,*&0+,()+ S_\Z HNe 8RSNbYaRQ @N[Q GNYR !*./ URYQ \[ >b[R 

2& +)*1 $]R_ F#H i-/0.% 5ZR[QV[T `]_RNQ`URRa a\ b[PYNVZRQ "*1-&/--(1/& ]R[QV[T "*/,(21& N[Q 

PYNVZ S\_ ",,*&0+,()+( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

.(*0 6]]_\cR 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q BRTNOfaR Hf`aRZ` >[P(& S\_ ;M 

,*,+',, BEIH ]_\]R_af aNe `f`aRZ ZNV[aR[N[PR& D[YV[R 7b`V[R`` E_\]R_af ;VYV[T 

AVPR[`V[T)Hb]]\_a N[Q aUR I_N[`VR[a DPPb]N[Pf INe AVPR[`V[T)Hb]]\_a V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S 

"+31&-02(+- N[Q NbaU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ `VT[5 N[Q $O% 6]]_\cR LRO HR_cVPR` 

6QQR[QbZ a\ aUR 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q BRTNOfaR Hf`aRZ` >[P ( 

S\_ ;M ,*,+',, \[YV[R aNe OVYY` N[Q R']NfZR[a ]_\PR``V[T `R_cVPR`& V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S 

".&0*+(+.& N[Q NbaU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ `VT[(

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 7\[`R[a 5TR[QN =aRZ` .(* 

aU_\bTU .(*0 dVaU aUR RePR]aV\[ \S VaRZ` .(+& .(2& N[Q .(*/ dUVPU dR_R ]bYYRQ S\_ Sb_aUR_ 

QV`Pb``V\[( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

/(  HVZRQ =aRZ`

/(* 34*/ 6(B( ' EJ7A>8 >CEJI

Public Members Cynthia Field, Latisha Philips, Suzette Miller, Ceva Giumeli, Shira Overvech, Vivian 

Dennison, and Erin McCarrick spoke.
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/(+ 34*0 6(B( ' 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S J]QNaR \[ 8DK>9'+3

Interim Public Health Officer Dr. Evan Bloom presented the item to the Board. Sarah Marikos presented 

a PowerPoint Presentation to the Board. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following people spoke via Zoom: Tom 

Slate, Will Tuttle, Madeline Tuttle, and Bart Levenson. No one else wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

FR]\_a C[Yf(

/(, 34-* 6(B( '  $N% 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ a\ LNVcR aUR S\_ZNY OVQQV[T ]_\PR``& ]b_`bN[a a\ aUR 

ANXR 8\b[af 8\QR HRPaV\[ ,'-2(,& N` Va V` [\a V[ aUR ]bOYVP V[aR_R`a QbR a\ aUR b[V^bR 

[Nab_R \S T\\Q` \_ `R_cVPR`5 N[Q $O% 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S  6T_RRZR[a S\_ 8\[`bYaV[T 

HR_cVPR` S\_ ANXR 8\b[af 8\ZZb[Vaf 9RcRY\]ZR[a S\_ aUR NZ\b[a \S "+**&***(**5 N[Q 

$P% 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ a\ 6]]\V[a aUR 8\b[af 6QZV[V`a_NaVcR DSSVPR_& \_ UR_ QR`VT[RR& N` 

>[aR_VZ 8\ZZb[Vaf 9RcRY\]ZR[a 9V_RPa\_

Supervisor Simon presented the item to the Board. County Administrative Officer Carol Huchingson, Jan 

Perkins, David Boesch, Sheriff Brian Martin, and Community Development Administrative Assistant 

Ledah Duncan  spoke.

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following people spoke via Zoom: Bart 

Levenson, Melissa Fulton, Alicia Russell, and Jennifer Smith. The following person present in the Board 

of Supervisors Chambers spoke: Justin Quayle. No one else wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

N% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& dNVcRQ aUR S\_ZNY OVQQV[T 

]_\PR``& ]b_`bN[a a\ aUR @NXR 7\b[af 7\QR GRPaV\[ +',1(+& N` Va V` [\a V[ aUR ]bOYVP V[aR_R`a QbR 

a\ aUR b[V^bR [Nab_R \S T\\Q` \_ `R_cVPR`( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

O% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 5T_RRZR[a S\_ 

7\[`bYaV[T GR_cVPR` S\_ @NXR 7\b[af 7\ZZb[Vaf 8RcRY\]ZR[a S\_ aUR NZ\b[a \S "*))&)))())( 

HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

P% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& 5]]\V[aRQ aUR 7\b[af 

5QZV[V`a_NaVcR CSSVPR_& \_ UR_ QR`VT[RR& N` =[aR_VZ 7\ZZb[Vaf 8RcRY\]ZR[a 8V_RPa\_ RSSRPaVcR 

>b[R *-& +)+*( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_
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/(- 34./ 6(B( ' $N% 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S 7bQTRa I_N[`SR_ V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S "+,*&***(** S_\Z 7J 

+12+ ' H]RPVNY E_\WRPa` 6PP\b[a 1+1(//'*1 a\ 7J ++,, ' I_RN`b_R_'INe 8\YYRPa\_ 

6PP\b[a 1++(,-'2* S\_ HR_cVPR` GRYNaRQ a\ N HRP\[Q INe HNYR S\_ ;M ,*',+ N[Q 

6baU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ HVT[5 N[Q $O% 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S 7bQTRa I_N[`SR_ V[ aUR 6Z\b[a \S 

"/*&*** S_\Z 7J +12+ ' H]RPVNY E_\WRPa` 6PP\b[a 1+1(//'*1 a\ 7J +,-+ ' 8\b[af 

8\b[`RY 6PP\b[a 1+,(*+'++ a\ 8\cR_ ER_ZN[R[a HNYN_VR` IU_\bTU aUR :[Q \S aUR ;V`PNY 

MRN_ N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ HVT[

County Administrative Officer Carol Huchingson introduced the item to the Board. Deputy County 

Administrative Officer Stephen Carter presented the item to the Board. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

N% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ 7_N[QRYY& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 6bQTRa H_N[`SR_ V[ 

aUR 5Z\b[a \S "*+)&)))()) S_\Z 6I *01* ' G]RPVNY D_\WRPa` 5PP\b[a 0*0(..')0 a\ 6I **++ ' 

H_RN`b_R_'HNe 7\YYRPa\_ 5PP\b[a 0**(+,'1) S\_ GR_cVPR` FRYNaRQ a\ N GRP\[Q HNe GNYR S\_ :L 

+)'+* N[Q 5baU\_VgRQ aUR 7UNV_ a\ GVT[ aUR 5PaV\[ =aRZ dN` 5Q\]aRQ( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR 

S\YY\dV[T c\aR3      

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

O% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ 7_N[QRYY& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 6bQTRa H_N[`SR_ V[ 

aUR 5Z\b[a \S ".)&))) S_\Z 6I *01* ' G]RPVNY D_\WRPa` 5PP\b[a 0*0(..')0 a\ 6I *+,* ' 7\b[af 

7\b[`RY 5PP\b[a 0*+()*'** a\ 7\cR_ DR_ZN[R[a GNYN_VR` HU_\bTU aUR 9[Q \S aUR :V`PNY LRN_ 

N[Q 5baU\_VgRQ aUR 7UNV_ a\ GVT[( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

/(. 34/* 6(B( ' 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S 7bQTRa I_N[`SR_ S_\Z 7J +12+ ' H]RPVNY E_\WRPa` 6PP\b[a 

1+1(//'*1 a\ 7J +01+ ' 7bVYQV[T` N[Q <_\b[Q` 6PP\b[a 1+0(0+'0* N[Q CRd 8N]VaNY 

6``Ra V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S "0*&*** a\ 8\__RPa 9RaR_V\_NaV\[ a\ aUR ERQR`a_VN[ 7_VQTRdNf 

N[Q HaNV_` \[ aUR H\baU HVQR \S aUR 8\b_aU\b`R N[Q 6baU\_VgR aUR 8UNV_ a\ HVT[

County Administrative Officer Carol Huchingson introduced the item to the Board. Deputy County 

Administrative Officer Stephen Carter presented the item to the Board. Public Services Director Lars 

Ewing spoke. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 6bQTRa H_N[`SR_ S_\Z 6I 

*01* ' G]RPVNY D_\WRPa` 5PP\b[a 0*0(..')0 a\ 6I */0* ' 6bVYQV[T` N[Q ;_\b[Q` 5PP\b[a 0*/(/*'/) 

N[Q BRd 7N]VaNY 5``Ra V[ aUR NZ\b[a \S "1.&))) a\ 7\__RPa 8RaR_V\_NaV\[ a\ aUR DRQR`a_VN[ 

6_VQTRdNf N[Q GaNV_` \[ aUR G\baU GVQR \S aUR 7\b_aU\b`R N[Q 5baU\_VgRQ aUR 7UNV_ a\ GVT[( 

HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_
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/(/ +*4** 6(B( ' EJ7A>8 =:6G>C< ' 9V`Pb``V\[ N[Q 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S 6]]RNY a\ 7\N_Q \S 

Hb]R_cV`\_`& 67 ,+'*+ S\_ BNW\_ J`R ER_ZVa& JE ,*',, N[Q >H ) BC9 ,*',/& iLR <_\d 

AA8j

Interim Community Development Director Scott De Leon announced the public hearing would not be 

heard due to an error in the CEQA process of the application. County Counsel Anita Grant, Jim Ryan, 

Dan Levine, Scott Nagelson, Sean Millerick, Carly Sherman, Jesse Cude, Debra Bainbridge, Sufyan 

Hamouda, Eric Hoberg, Kenny Sherman, and Randy Fletcher spoke. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following people spoke via Zoom: Bart 

Levensen, Donna Mackiewicz, and Shannon Williams. No one else wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ aUR N]]RNY \[ aUR ON`V` 

aUNa aUR 79E5 N[NYf`V` dN` QRSRPaVcR N[Q QR[VRQ aUR I`R DR_ZVa S\_ aUR ]_\WRPa dVaU\ba 

]_RWbQVPR( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

/(0 ++4** 6(B( ' EJ7A>8 =:6G>C< ' 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S GR`\YbaV\[ 6]]_\cV[T GR`\YbaV\[` 

N[Q 8N]VaNY ;V_R ;NPVYVaf N[Q :^bV]ZR[a EYN[` HbOZVaaRQ Of ANXR 8\b[af ;V_R 

6TR[PVR` N[Q J]QNaV[T aUR ANXR 8\b[af 8N]VaNY ;V_R ;NPVYVaf N[Q :^bV]ZR[a EYN[(

County Administrative Officer Carol Huchingson presented the item to the Board. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item were closed.

Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[ \SSR_RQ aUR _R`\YbaV\[ N[Q Va dN` ]N``RQ Of _\YY PNYY c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

:[NPaZR[a C\4 GR`\YbaV\[ C\( ,*,+'01

/(1 +4-* E(B( ' EJ7A>8 =:6G>C< ' 6]]RNY \S KVPV\b` 6[VZNY 6ONaRZR[a 8N`R CbZOR_ 

!2/3& Y\PNaRQ Na ,+2/, ?R_b`NYRZ <_NQR A\dR_ ANXR $7_N[Q\[ Ha_Nb``R_%

Animal Control Director Jonathan Armas presented the item to the Board. Tyra Matthews and County 

Counsel Anita Grant spoke. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following people present in the Board of 

Supervisors Chambers spoke: Edward Sabin and Joan Moss. The following people spoke via Zoom: Glo 

Anderson and Gabrielle O'Neill. No one else wished to speak and the public input portion of this item 

was closed.

C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GVZ\[& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& 7\[aV[bRQ aUR DbOYVP <RN_V[T a\ 

5bTb`a *)& +)+* Na *3,) ](Z( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_
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/(2 ,4-* E(B( ' 9V`Pb``V\[ \[ Q_\bTUa _RYNaRQ V``bR`4 N% =\d a\ UN[QYR Sbab_R NT ]_\WRPa` O% 

=\d a\ UN[QYR dNaR_ a_bPX` P% =\d a\ QRNY dVaU VYYRTNY PN[[NOV`

Chair Sabatier presented the item to the Board. County Counsel Anita Grant and Sheriff Brian Martin 

spoke.

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak and the following people spoke via Zoom : 

Shannon Zoller, Betsy Cawn, Brenna Sullivan, Sara Pistone, Will Weiss, Justin Quayle, Bart Levenson, 

Sean Connell, and Cody Leck. The following people present in the Board of Supervisors Chambers 

spoke: Mike Mitzel, and Brock Euell. No one else wished to speak and the public input portion of this 

item was closed.

HUR_R dN` 6\N_Q 7\[`R[`b` a\ O_V[T aUR QV`Pb``V\[ a\ aUR 5T_VPbYab_R 5QcV`\_f 7\ZZVaaRR N[Q 

Y\\X a\ _RcV`R aUR PN[[NOV` \_QV[N[PR(

0(  B\['HVZRQ =aRZ`

0(*  Gb]R_cV`\_`h dRRXYf PNYR[QN_& a_NcRY N[Q _R]\_a`

0(+ 8\[`VQR_NaV\[ \S $N% LNVcV[T aUR S\_ZNY OVQQV[T ]_\PR``& ]b_`bN[a a\ ANXR 8\b[af 8\QR 

HRPaV\[ -2(,& N` Va V` [\a V[ aUR ]bOYVP V[aR_R`a QbR a\ aUR b[V^bR [Nab_R \S T\\Q` \_ 

`R_cVPR`5 N[Q $O% 6]]_\cNY \S aUR 6T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 8\b[af \S ANXR N[Q 

8_R`ad\\Q 7RUNcV\_NY =RNYaU S\_ 6QbYa GR`VQR[aVNY Hb]]\_a N[Q H]RPVNYaf BR[aNY =RNYaU 

HR_cVPR` S\_ ;V`PNY MRN_ ,*,+',, S\_ N P\[a_NPa ZNeVZbZ \S "+&.**&***(** N[Q 

NbaU\_VgR aUR 7\N_Q 8UNV_ a\ `VT[ aUR 6T_RRZR[a(

Behavioral Health Director Todd Metcalf presented the item to the Board County Counsel Anita Grant. 

Chair Sabatier asked if anyone present wished to speak. No one wished to speak and the public input 

portion of this item was closed.

N% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GP\aa& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& KNVcRQ aUR S\_ZNY OVQQV[T ]_\PR``& 

]b_`bN[a a\ @NXR 7\b[af 7\QR GRPaV\[ ,1(+& N` Va V` [\a V[ aUR ]bOYVP V[aR_R`a QbR a\ aUR b[V^bR 

[Nab_R \S T\\Q` \_ `R_cVPR`( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 - ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& N[Q Df`XN

     BNf`' Gb]R_cV`\_3 * ' GNONaVR_

O% C[ Z\aV\[ \S Gb]R_cV`\_ GP\aa& N[Q Of c\aR \S aUR 6\N_Q& N]]_\cRQ 5T_RRZR[a ORadRR[ aUR 

7\b[af \S @NXR N[Q 7_R`ad\\Q 6RUNcV\_NY <RNYaU S\_ 5QbYa FR`VQR[aVNY Gb]]\_a N[Q G]RPVNYaf 

AR[aNY <RNYaU GR_cVPR` S\_ :V`PNY LRN_ +)+*'++ S\_ N P\[a_NPa ZNeVZbZ \S "*&-))&)))()) N[Q 

NbaU\_VgRQ aUR 6\N_Q 7UNV_ a\ `VT[ aUR 5T_RRZR[a( HUR Z\aV\[ PN__VRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T c\aR3

     5fR`' Gb]R_cV`\_`3 . ' GVZ\[& 7_N[QRYY& GP\aa& Df`XN& N[Q GNONaVR_

1(  7Y\`RQ GR``V\[

Chair Sabatier announced that the Board would now go into Closed Session at 4:44 p.m. for the reasons

stated on the agenda.

The Board came out of closed session at 5:30 p.m. having taken no action.
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 1      MS. DELONG:  Okay.  Do you solemnly swear that the

 2 testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the

 3 whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you

 4 God?

 5      (Response.)

 6      CHAIR SABATIER:  All right.  Thank you very much.

 7      MS. DELONG:  And please say "I do" so I can hear

 8 it.

 9      CHAIR SABATIER:  Everybody said "I do."

10      MS. DELONG:  Okay, thank you.

11      CHAIR SABATIER:  Except for I didn't see the lips

12 moving, but I heard it.  We're going to go with the

13 honor system on that one.

14      And let's go ahead and open this up, and we're

15 going to start with staff.  And so Director De Leon,

16 would you like to introduce this, and then we'll move

17 on.

18      DIRECTOR DE LEON:  Yes, good morning.  Let me get

19 to the correct screen here.  Thank you.

20      Thank you, Chairman Sabatier, and good morning to

21 you and the members of the Board, everyone in the Board

22 Chambers.  I have some brief comments about the item.
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 1      As you're aware, this is a very large project, and

 2 it's certainly the subject of a great deal of public

 3 interest, as evidenced this morning by the attendance

 4 at today's hearing.  We've been diligent in our

 5 evaluation of the appeal and the questions raised about

 6 the environmental analysis for this project, and as a

 7 result of our review, we have made some modifications

 8 to our recommendations for this item.

 9      As a result of our review, we've discovered some

10 procedural errors that have rendered the initial study

11 to be defective, and this project cannot move forward

12 as presented.  Changes were made to the project during

13 the review process, and the potential impacts to the

14 environment that could result from those changes were

15 not adequately considered.

16      Due to these factors, we are recommending granting

17 of the appeal and denying the project without

18 prejudice.

19      (Applause.)

20      DIRECTOR DE LEON:  We are expecting the applicant

21 will reapply, which is their right to do so.

22      CHAIR SABATIER:  Hold on.  Director De Leon, would
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 1 you please restart your last sentence?  There was an

 2 outburst in the room.

 3      DIRECTOR DE LEON:  Okay.  We are expecting the

 4 applicant will reapply, which is their right to do so,

 5 and staff will make revisions to the environmental

 6 analysis to address the modified site plan as well as

 7 the concerns raised by the public.

 8      In conclusion, again, we are recommending that the

 9 Board grant Appeal AB 21-01 and deny Major Use Permit

10 UP 20-22 without prejudice.

11      Thank you.

12      CHAIR SABATIER:  Thank you very much.

13      Any further comment from staff before we move on?

14 I would like to get some comments from Ms. Grant just

15 to kind of explain the -- the denial without prejudice,

16 as to what that -- what that does.

17      MS. GRANT:  The denial without prejudice under

18 this case allows under Zoning Ordinance 60.32 for your

19 Board to deny a Use Permit without prejudice.  And that

20 would allow for the reapplication without waiting what

21 would otherwise be a standard 6 months.

22      The important thing to understand here is that
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 1 your Board would be effectively foreclosed from making

 2 findings that you are required to make in a de novo

 3 proceeding in order to grant or deny a Use Permit

 4 because the CEQA analysis that you have before you is

 5 defective, and you cannot rely upon it in order to make

 6 the decisions that you have to make.  So it is not just

 7 a choice, it is effectively the only reasonable choice

 8 you can make, which is to grant the appeal and deny the

 9 Use Permit without prejudice.

10      That will allow the applicant to reapply, but it

11 will also allow the Department to take the necessary

12 corrective action as to the CEQA analysis, which must

13 be done before either the Planning Commission, which

14 will have to hear the matter again once all is

15 corrected, and/or your Board can move forward.

16      CHAIR SABATIER:  Okay.  Thank you very much for

17 those details.

18      Any further comments from staff before we open it

19 up for the appellant?

20      (No response.)

21      CHAIR SABATIER:  Okay.  Let's go ahead and open it

22 up for the appellants, if they wish to speak in light
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